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OKLAHOMA DEMOCRATIC

STANDARD

Sept. 17. Prince
Eugene Troubetskoy, ;the leader of the
Moderates, has been i Indicted on the
charge of high treason, for writing an
article defending thei late- parliament
and saying the government committed
an Irreparable mistake in dissolving
that body and proclaiming a new electoral law.
,

OF STATES

Eaty Returns

BELIEVES CONSTITUTION
MENACED' BY ROOSEVELT
EXPERT PASSES AWAY

Oklahoma City, Okla., Sept. 17.
Returns received from the larger
cities and counties of Oklahoma and
the Indian Territory up to midnight
Indicate that the constitution of the
proposed new' ate has been adopted
by a large, majority; that the prohibition clause of the constitution which
was voted on separately has also been
ratified, arid that the democratic state
ticket, headed by C. N. Haskell, for
governor, has been elected over the
republican state ticket, .headed by
Frank Frantjs, the present territorial
governor of Oklahoma.
The voting was very heavy. Several days will elapse before the complete 'returns are In. The new state
elected five congressmen.
In the
First and Second districts the republicans expect to elect
to
Congress B. S. MeGuIre and ex- - Territorial Governor T. H. Ferguson, respectively. : The Third. Fourth and
Fifth districts have been conceded to
the democrats, whose candidates In
the respective districts were James
Davenport, C. D. Carter and Scott
Ferris.
The convention that framed the
Mate constitution was heavily democratic and the constitution as completed was repugnant to the republirecans. Secretary Taft, speaking
cently tít Oklahoma City, advised the
republicans to vote against the constitution, Because of the strong desire
for statehood, however, the' republican party did not attempt to defeat
the constitution. The new state must
await - the constitution's endorsement
by President Roosevelt, who will confirm or reject It, as tt may. In his opinion conform to the enabling act.
Okltihom;;'g constitution is the most
radical orgnnlc law ever adopted by
any s'.ate and has been termed by
William Jennings Bryan as "superior
to the 'national constitution."
It was
drafted by one .. hundred democrats
the., former
and twelve republicans,largely representing
the' agricultural
and labor Interests of the new slate.
It provides for the strictest. regulation
of railroads and other corporations
ever attempted by any state.
prohibiThe question of. state-wid- e
tion piayed'an Important part in the
campaign, and present Indications are
that Oklahoma will take its place In
,the galaxy of states as a prohibition
enmrnonwealth,' The constitution foryears the sale of
bids for twenty-on- e
liquor lu that part of the state now
forming the Indian Territory, and submits to the people the question as to
whether the provision shall be extended to Include the western portion
of the new state. The campaign has
been carried on In a strenuous man-ue- r
by both the wets and the drys,
with party lines obliterated.
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,. Prohibition Curries.
Kansas City, .Sept. - 17. Reports
from, the Oklahoma election Indicate
that prohibition has certainly carried,
and It is probable that the constitution has been accepted and that Haskell (democrat) has beenelected gov
ernor.
for
Oth,or democratic candidates
state .offices admittedly elected ere
George BelMmy, El Heno, lleutc nt
governor; William Cross, Oklab-'in- ,
.City, secretary of state; H. E.
Ada. state, auditor: Charles V st.
Knid, attorney general, and J. A. Mon-efeCarnegie, stae treasurer.
'
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Coíto'i Broker Insolvent.
New Orleans. 'Sept. 17. The suspension of the firm of.L. R. Hardle
Xt Co., cotton brokers, was announced
late today. Inability to collect margins Is said to be the cause. The
members of the firm say their liabilities will not exceed $2(1,000.
..

NINE HURT IN REAR END
COLLISION AT RACINE
Racine, . Wis., Sept. 17. Slippery
rails caused a collision between the
front end of a southbound freight
with the rear end of a northbound
passenger train on the Chicago and
Northwestern railroad here this morning. The freight engineer, fireman,
two passengers and five dining car
employes were Injured In the crash.
The dining car and one passenger
coach were demolished.

METEOR STILL THE
CENTER OF INTEREST
Albuquerque Mn a Hhw lllg Chunk of
Mm. Slur Visitor on Exhibition in
TuciuiH-ar- l
Rank.
Attorney Ellsworth Ingalls. of the
government's special legal staff, returned to A Iliiivfuerqiie yesterday after
a business trip to points on the Rock
Istand railroad, where he has been
taking testimony In Indian depredation claims. .Mr. Ingalls says that
great, excitement prevailed In Santa
Rosa and vicinity over the great meteor which fell there on September 9th
and which caused Santa Kosa to think
It had suffered an earthquake shock.
of the meteor,
One big fragment
weighing eighty pounds, was fouhd
near Tucqmcnrl and Is now on exhibition at that place.
Mr. Ingalls says range conditions
slung the Rock Island are almost
Ideal this season, the result of the recent bountiful rains.
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Police Nod's.
Juanita Duran, an old native woman, ws 'arrested at 1 2:80' o'clock this
morning by Officer Oeorge Hlahbar
gin for being drunk arid Treating a
dlsturbi.rtce st Fourth street and
""
'"
d venue' ''
iii"(t ttiit'kilrtver anil icirnmnn
A
Hy Officer
were arrested lost
Babbitt for disturbing the'pw'e.
Mt-quett-
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STRONG HOPE THAT THE
FEDERAL HEARING
NEGOTIATIONS NEARING
WARDEN LITTRElL HAS
MOORISH WAR IS OVER
SUCCESSFUL CONCLUSION
RESUMED IN NEW YORK
ANNOUNCED RETIREMENT

Paris, Sept.
French government Is greatly encouraged by the
Improvement In the Moroccan situation. Strong hope is entertained that
the rebellious tribesmen whose delegates conferred with General Dnide
on Sunday and are now consulting
with the tribesmen who took no part
In the negotiations, will agree upon
peace terms.
,
With the outcome oí the struggle
Washington, Sept.
Norfolk, Va Sept. 17. Judare Al- - between
James
Morocco
rival
the
of
sultans
Carroll, surgeon United States army, ton B, ParKer, of New York, former
government has but little
who wa a member of line commis- democratic
candidate for president, tho FrenchThe mandate of,
France and
sion which was sent to Cuba to Btudy and Samuel W. McCall, member of Interest.
yellow fever Just after the close of congressi from Massachusetts, made Spain from the powdrs of ICurope is
died at bis home the principal addresses at the Const- limited to the restoration of order and
the Spanish
ports.
here late yesterday. It was his com- itutional day celebration at the James the security of the Moroccan
:
r:
mission that fixed definitely on the town exposition today.
mosquito as the medium of transThe ceremonies were In eommomor-atlo- n
mission in yellow fever. Mr. Carroll
of the 120th anniversary of the
allowed himself to be bitten by a adoption of the federal constitution l;y
mosquito that had been Infected from the constitutional convention of 17 7
three distinct yellow fever cases. He, over which George Washington predeveloped the disease within four days sided,
after being bitten. His last illness The- weather, was ideal and the atwas the direct result of his work.
tendance large. Judge Parker was at
his best, and spoke with great force
and earnestness. He said in part:
MARK TWAIN CHEERS UP
"In the view of the president, the
1(1
federal government needs an lncrea.se
SICK OIL MAGNATE of
power, needs power which was deliberately withheld by the states and
the people when the. national governFalrh'aven, Mass., Sept. 17. Sam- ment wai created.
True, there Is a
uel L. Clemens (Mark Twain) was way to transfer that power from the
the. guest of Henry H. Rogers at the states to the federal government, if
summer residence of the latter today. the people wish It, but It may well be Air Brakes Fail to Hold on TenMr. Rogers acted .as cheerful as us- said that no amount of labor would
nessee Pass;; Heavy Freight
ual.
persuade the people of the states to
4
surrender their home rule powers In
Dashes Down Mountain,
Oil C'on)Hiny Change Managers.
sufficient measure to meet views of
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 17. H. H. the executive as to the national necesLeadvllle, Colo., Sept. 17. Freight
Tucker, Jr., will no longer manage the sity. By what process of reasoning
affairs of the Uncle Sam Oil company. the executive has reached the conclu- train No. 61, westbound, on the Denwas
At a meeting here today of the direc- sion that for the various departments ver and Rio Orandei railroad,
tors elected yesterday James Ingersoll of the federal government to seize wrecked near Pando fourteen miles
was elected president to handle the power not granted by the states and west of Leadvllle, today, killing Encompany s business so far as is pos- the people la 'to protect and defend gineer
Fred MeNlchols,
Fireman
Pledger and Brakemah Harry Sharpe,
sible outside the Jurisdiction of the the constitution' I know not.
receiver. Tucker, who formerly hold
"That he must have reached it by all of Salida. The air brakes frfiled to
the office of manager and secretary, some route, Ms character as a man, hold on a four per cent grade In Tensecretary.
was today
his career ad. an official and the bold- nessee Pass and the train, after atness of his advocacy attests. He id taining terrific speed, Jumped tho
'
not attempting to acquire power by track.
deceiving the people.
With perfect
frankness he states what he thinks Locomotive KxplodcH on Rock Island.
Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept. 17.
ought to be dono, and how he proposes
It shall be done.
With equal frank- A locomotive pulling passenger train
ness those of us who love the consti- No. 15, westbound, on the Rock Istution and revere not along the mem- land railroad, blew up at Calham,
ory but the wisdom of its framers. Colo.,, today, killing Engineer John D.
WAGES
jwho believe fthat'Mhe powers were Hartman and nerluusi injuring Firewisely ,nmr,uuieu ui'iwrni uir mttica man W. E. Chlnburg. ,
and the federal government, and deem
Lehigh Valley Express WrVcked.
that all- past history proves it, should
Lehigh
Easton, Pa., Sept. I7.r-T- he
Aprentices in All Shops of Sys- speak.
"Many of the people have not found Valley express train from Buffalo to
to study the history and tho New York was wrecked early today
tem Get Increase .of Two time
genesis of the constitution. Hence they near the Pattonburg tunnel in New
have no adequate conception of the Jersey, thirteen miles from this city.
Cents an Hour,
perils the framers sought to avoid by A number of trainmen and passengers
keeping the powers of the several were Injured, but none of the latter
branches of government separate and were fatally hurt. The train was runToptka, Kas., Sept. 17. Appretices distinct. They are, therefore, naturalning at high speed when the locomoIn all the shops on the Santa Fe sysly Inclined to be impressed with the tive Jumped the track and plunsed
tem have been granted an increase of suggestion that the constitution did Into "the side of the mountain. Entwo cents per hour dating from
very well when It was made, but that gineer Herbert Godlcy was Injured In1. This Increase is for a
we have outgrown tt, and hence, the ternally and may die.
day.
The Increase is entirely representatives of the government and
voluntary, no demands having been not the people may as well change it
Commissioners of Insurance,.
Richmond, Va., Sept. 17. Insurance
made on the company by any of Its at their pltusure. If then, there were
apprentices.
no Immediate danger of an effective commissioners and authorities on Inasseizure of powers, we should, to pro- surance matters from many states Dotect the future, meet the assaults from sembled In the capital of the Old
LEAVES' VAST FORTUNE
thirty-eighth
minion today to hold the
the federalists with equal vigor.
are steadily at work teach- yearly conference of the National ConFOR ORPHANS' EDUCATION ing"They preaching
of
vention of Insurance Commissioners.
the. doctrine
and
their aect. So those opposed to their An address of welcome by Governor
should sacrifice any party feel- Claude A. Swanson was followed by a
Philadelphia. Sept. 17. Under the views
ing
Interest and enter the lists as response by the vice president. Comterms of the will of the late Thomas openand
champions of our constitutional missioner Reau E. Folt. of Tennessee.
B. Patton, treasurer of the Grand system In Its integrity.
The balance of the opening session
Lodge of Masons
of Pennsylvania,
to do it Is now. Some was taken up by the address or the
time
"The
who died recently. Ills entire estate, other year, aye, even next year, may president,
Commissioner
Insurance
valued at between $2,000,000 and be too late."
George H. Adams, of New Hampshire,
$3,000,000. Is devised to the Grand ' Mr. McCall. who followed Mr. Far-ke- r, the renort of committee on credentials
Lodge of Pennsylvania for the educadiscussed the relations between and the announcement by the presi
tion and support of male orphans of federal and state officials and de- dent of appointments to till vacanci a
Masons.
Master
clared; "It seems not unlikely that on committees. This afternoon adthe national government may attempt dresses were delivered by President
Darwin P. Klngsley, president of the
to devour the states."
RELIEF EXPEDITION
5.
New York Life Insurance company, on
fío to Denver Next Year. "The Future of Life Insurance," and
SEARCHES IN VAIN OddSt, Fellows
Paul, Minn.. Sept. 17. Denver, Insurance Commissioner B. F. Crouse,
Colo., was ueloetad today' by the Sov- of Maryland, who discussed "Life InGrand Lodge of the Odd Fel- surance Legislation Adopted in Vari
Arctic, Explorers" From Scotland Lost ereign
lows
as
the place of meeting next ous States Within tne rasi iwo
hi Frozen Wilds.
year. General Manley A. Raney, of Years." During the convention, which
commanding will last three days, addresses will be
Iowa, wai
made bv the Insurance commissioners
Edinburgh, Scotland, Sept. 17. A general of the Patriarchs Militant.
of New York, Colorado, North Dakota,
Aagaard, Norway,
telegram from
n
Massachusetts and other states.
states that the steamer sent In search SEAMEN SCARCE IN
Important report will be that of the
of Mr. Bruce, the Arctic explorer, had
committee on standard forms of Are
failed to find himl
SPITE OF HIGH WAGES Insurunce nolicles. The report of the
Mr. Bruce started on an exploring
committee on laws and legislation wll!
trip along the north coast of Prince
he presented this afternoon, and win
Charles Foreland, with three compan8t, Johns, N. B., Sept. 17. A numdiscussion.
likely lead to a spirited
ions, and has not been heard of since. ber of vessels which have sailed from
4, ..
this port during the past several Railroad Fined For lining
months have had their date of. deLittle Rock, Ark.. Sept. 17. Judge
CENTRAL AMERICAN
parture delayed for a considerable Wlntleld today Imposed a tine of
the St. Louis, Iron Mountain
PEACE PACT SIGNED time, In some cases as long as two
week j, because of the Inability to
and Southern railroad for Issuing free
seamen In sufficient numbers to tranltportatlon to the, members of the
legislature In vlolutlon of
Washington, Sept, 17. A protocol man their vessels. The wages nav. Arkansas anti-pass
law.
was signed at the stato department advanced to the highest mark in years, the state
In some cases $30 a month being of4
representatoday by the diplomatic
Villous In Political Flglit. '
tives of the. five Central American re- fered to men who a few years ago
Syracuse,
N. Y., Sept. 17. To plan a
pay,
good
to
$20
but
$17
considered
publics, accepting the Invitation of
fight throughout
the state against
the United States and Mexico to meet thus far this has had no effect on what
"heartless political
term
they
situation.
the
an
negotiate
here at an early date to
The conditions here are reported to methods" is the principal object of
agreement providing for permanent
met here today In
repre- be typical of those elsewhere along the delegptes who
peace between the countries
tne
the coast, and the delay In starting the eleventh annual session ot The
sented,
Worklngmen's State federation.
Kach country will be given but one their vesseU hat been responsible lor convention la one
of the largest asvote Jn the conference, but ca:n may heavy; demurrage charges against the semblages of representatives of trades
ship
owners
affected.
send w) many delegates and advnor
.
unions ever held In the Empire stato.
as It desires. It Is practically agreei
KlmlenU.
Poller
Russian
Niisert
begin
between
that the conference will
II Moríaos Hold Kow. .
St. Petersburg, Sept. 17. The coun- Resido acNovember 1 and 15
17.
Dlstln.
N. Y., Sept.
Buffalo.
cepting the Invitation oí th United fcll of ministers has ordered the cbs- gulshed historians will address the
Stales and Mexico for the conference Ing of all the dormitories attached to annual meeting of tho New York Slate
learning
to negotiate a permanent, praee pact tho Institutions of higher
Historical association, which convened
to be entered into through the coumel here 'and at Moscow, because the po- In the Buffalo Historical building to.
prevent
to
Inability
them
lice
admit
of Central America's
two powerful
day. The annual address will be defriends In the north. rh protocol pro- from being used as meeting and hid- livered hy Dr. Andrew S. Draper. A
vides that all pending dlfflt uHles shall ing places for revolutionists.
rióme-on "Tne
In accordance with this order 1,000 nymposlum
be held In abeyance and submitted to
In the War of 112" will ne a icaiur
tho projected Washington conference. students have been evicted from the of the convention, which will extend
dormitories of the Polytechnic school. through tomorrow.
1
Idaho Town Itiirnlng.
Boise,
Idaho, Sept. 17. Olenn's BOY DIES1ÑM0Ñ7
WANDA PLOTTED TO
Perry, a freight division town of 1,500
FROM
HYDROPHOBIA
Inhabitants, on the Oregon Short Line
.
BLOW UP POLICEMAN
east of here, Is burning. It Is reported
busl-neI
saving
hope
of
no
the
there
New Brunswick, N. J., Sept. 17.
section. The railroad shops arc
St. Petersburg. Russia, Sept. 17.
Herbert Fieldner Mason, the eleven-yenr-o- The police today nrrested a young
In danger.
adopted sun of Mr. and Mrs. girl nicknamed "Wnnda," accused of
Burglars Cut Woman's Throat.
John Mason, of Highland Park, died participating In a plot to blow up the
Marsh nil, Texas, Kept.' 17. Mr. J. In Well's hospital last night from hyheadquarters ' of the secret police,
M, Ardrer, wife of the Texas and Padrophobia, resulting front a dng bit" whosi' torture chambers have arouM-agent
exIs
cific station
he received on August 12., The, dog bitter feelings on th purl of the revat Hallvllliv
pected to oie here in the result of her bit Mm on the nose, and ho was hurr olutionists. It Is siild thst she planbeing
by
burglar;
out
field to the offlo of a Dhvsk'lan here, ned
The
throat
enter the building In the midmen lentered the bouse and chlorn-fnrmr- d where the wound wits cauterised.
crowded,
U dle of the day wlnrt It
Mrs. Ardrer before her hus- healed, and nothing more whs thouxl
w it H herrlothing lined Kith explosives
;
cf the
band was awakenrd.
until .Monday.
and explode them.

Indicate Election Major Jarnes Carroll Succumbs Sage of Esopus Calls Upon
of Haskell for Governor; the to Illness Directly Due to His Those Who Believe in the
Prohibition Clause Believed
Work In Fighting Dreaded 'Wisdom of the Founders to
Ratified by Decisive Vote,
Scourge in Cuba,
Rally to Its Support,

Br Mall, M M

Bj Currier.

FIT FOR

i,

Indict Prince for Treason.

NOTED YELLOW FEVER

BY DECISIVE MAJORITY,

i

the lad became . seriously sick. He
was brought here a sain, and the case
was diagnosed as hydrophobia.
The
boy was taken to' the Pasteur Institute, in New York, but physicians
there said the disease had gone too
far. The boy was brought back here
yesterday and died at the hospital.
Peler Senker, of Highland Park, was
bitten by a; stray' dog last night.
St. Petersburg,

r

'
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Testimony of Controller Shows Colonel Hopewell in Las Vegas Resignation to Take Effect At
Oil Company's Profits AgréGives'Out Information That
End of Year; Incumbent Goes
gate $490,315,934 in the Outlook Is Now Extremely
Back to Colfax County As
Favorable,
Past Seven Years,
Sheriff,
Nperlsl

lllxnntrh l the Mnrnlnc Journal.)
New York. Sept. 17. Profits
East I,as Vegas, N. M., Sept. 17.
gating $490.315,934 were made abro
by tho Colonel
Standard Oil company in tho seven querque, Wlllard S. Hopewell, of Albuwho spent yesterday In Las
years from 1899 to 1906.
Testimony
to this effect was given by Assistant Vegas, gave out the Information while
Comptroller Kay of the company lit here that he has about completed a
cripitalls: wheiebv
deal with
the fedcrul heating here today.
'
In the same period the comnnnv's the. Albuquerque Eastern railroad and
ftross assets increased from $200,791,- - the proposed coal road to the Hagan
will be completed without
"J io SJ4 i,ua4,&3i. This is the ftr.it i coal minos
further delay. There have been many
time the company's earnings
hav., delays
and set backs for the construcbeen wade puhllc. A list of securities owned by the Standard Oil com- tion of i'i's r :! Ahich will mean
to
Albuquerque and the devel
much
pany of New Jersey nresenteil InHnv
(hat tiD.t corporation owns opment or ine central portion or me
9.990 .hares of the stock of the Stand-nr- d territory, but the present transaction
Oil company of Indiana, which now nearlng completion Is on a basi."
company was recently sentenced b which seems to Insure some early and
Judge 3.andis In Chicago to pay a flnn favorable action.
The eastern people interested In the
of $29,240,000.
In addition to staging that In the period of seven years present transaction have nvide a trip
the road In company with exreferred to. the company's total prof-It- s over engineers
and are highly gratiaggregated $490.315. 9i4. Mr. Vnv pert
said that dividends o the amount of fied with the evidences of prosperity
í3MX,3.i9,4 0 were paid in those years. and with the high promise which the
His statement also disclosed that the country through which the railroad
capital stock of the Standard of New runs,' holdH out for future developJersey was J96.99S.6I2 In 1899 and in ment. Already a favorable report has
been returned by'the proposed buildtt was $9S,338,3S2.
When today's hearing was called ers, and Colonel Hopewell expects to
before former Judge Franklin Ferris, meet them In Chicago next week when
The
us.
E. C. Benedict, one of the former own the details will be closed positlo'n
to
ers of the Manhattan Oil company. men Interested are In a wjthout
proceed
construction
with
lestinea as to the sale or the concern sale of bonds, and they expect to the
bewhich passed Into the hands of th.i
gin operations during tho present
Standard OH company.
year. It Is Understood that a numLharls.-- M. Pratt, a director and secretary of the Standard Oil comnanv. ber of Albuquerque bankers and business men who are more or less di
stated that his knowledge of the hold rectly
interested will accompany Colo- ings of the company in other com
nel Hopewell to the conference In Chi- panies was only general.
Ho was cago.
asked to produce statements showing
tne. on leers and directors and the
capitalization of all companies
In
which the Standard holds Mock Inter
111
est.
Mr. Kellogg questioned the witnes-about the C. M. Pratt Investment company,, the stock of which was .shown
to be held by the Standard company.
TALE
He said the. Pratt company represented the stock of the Waters-pierc- e '
Oil
company of Texas,
which he was
holding for the Standard Oil company. Mr. Kellogg developed the Information that the C. M. Pratt In- Michigan Bishop's Attempt to
vestment company came l:t-- j txlstrnca
y
at the lime the Wateis-Plerc- e
Oil
Clear Fairbanks of Respon-sibiti- ty
was having difficulty with the
state of Texas.
for Incident Brings a
Mr. Kellogg asked If It was not it
fact that the Standard company and
its subsidiary concerns were governed
Statement From Loeb,
by committees. Mr. Pratt said he did
not think so, though In the early dayj
Oyster Buy, Sept. 17. lleca use of
of the trusteeship of the company It
was likely that the company was con- the wide publicity gven to the stateMr, Kellogir ment of liishop Heny, of De troit, that
trolled by committees.
asked what records were kept hy the either President Koosevelt or Secretrustees showing the manner of liqui- tary lioeb, and not Vice President
Fairbanks, was responsible for the
dation in the period between 1892
serving of cocktails at the luncheon
Mr. Pratt, as one of the liquidating tendered the president by Mr. Fair-hanat Indianapolis some timo since,
trustees of the Standard trust, said
there were books kept, but he could Secretary Loeb today Issued the fol"The statenot recall In whose possession they lowing formal denial:
ment Is i,oo absurd to bo given any
might be found.
president
no."
"Don't you know whether thes? credence. Neither the
his secretary ordered anything whatbooks are to be found In the compIn
question,
ever
lunchon
offor
the
secretary's
troller's office or the
fice?',' asked Mr. Kellogg.
"I really where they were present as the guests
don't know," answered the witnesj. of tho vice president."
"Don't you know anything about the
organization of the Stimdard Oil com- MOTHER DROWNS SELF
"No,
pany?" pursued Mr. Kellogg.
sir, I do not," was Mr. Pratt's anAND THREE CHILDREN
Kellogg
Mr.
swer.
asked the witness
If it was not a fact that at the time
the Stanard Oil trust waa liquidated
I os Angeles, Cal., Sept. 17. Believthat there were 970,700 outstanding ing herself hopelessly III, Mrs. Anna
trustee's certificates, which had been Haker, thirty-on- e
years old, last night
Issued for tho stork of thd subsidiary drowned herself and her
companies and that in 1892 when the daughter In Johnson lake, near the
Standard Oil trust was dissolved, tho eastern city limits. She left a note
Standard Oil company of New Jersey asking that relatives in Streator, III.,
exchanged Its stock for the certificates be notified.' The Kaker family came
of the trust, sharor share, "I think here about a year ago from Iowa.
not," replied Mr. Pratt.
1
Mr. Kellogg asked John O. Mllburn,
A Revolutionary Kliait.
Chief counsel for tho defendants, to
rhoenixvllle. Pa.. Sept. 17.
produce all liquidating certificates isPennypacker was the prinsued by the liquidating trustees which cipal speaker
today at the dedication
had ben turnei Into the Standsrd Oil of a shaft marking
the extreme point
company of New Jersey. Mr. Kellogg In
reached by the Britalso asked for all asslgnmints of legal ish Pennsylvania
army under Lords Howe and
title given by those who received the
on September 17, 1777.
Tne
stock of tho Standard Oil company of memorial
was erected by the PennNew Jersey.
sylvania Historical society.
Attorneys Warned Against Delay.
Judío FerrKs has warned the at- NEW YOFKfbTiCEMEN
torneys for the defense that there
must be no further delay, and It Is
TRAP-SAFCRACKERS
thought that the taking of testimony
E
will now proceed without any othe"
During the presen!
postponement.
New York, Sept. 17. Isanc Kessler,
hearing the oil company will produce
Is n stool pigeon for the police,
statements from Its books, Including who
picked an acquaintance with four men
Its old records, and It Is thought that In
Park and told them he was
the secrets of tho monopoly will be a Seward Tuesday
night they told
erook.
bared as they have never been at any
previous court hearing. From these Kessler that they were going to crack
books the prosecution expect to get the safe In the store of Samuel
at 220 P.ldrldge street.
facts that will substantiate the charge
Policemen (llosa and Carroll were
that the oil company has carried on
Its operations In violation jf the Shut-ma- n concealed In tho store and Detectives
Hart nnd Blssert of headquarters were
anti-trulaw.
About 1 o'clo ic
Among those suhpoened to produce stationed outside.
yesterday
morning four men appear
the records are Henry M. Flagler and
Wade Hampton, the latu.r being gen- ed. Two broke Into the store, while
Thlfl the other two stayed outside to watch.
eral auditor of the comi'iinv.
subpoena called for the production of When the two got started on the safe
the four policemen grabbed them
the following records;
Honks of the trustees of the Stand- and after s struggle started them for
ard Oil (ompany, under the agree- the station house. They said they
ment dated January 2, 1S82, and liie were Barney Mayernwlts, Isldor (Irltx,
amendment thereto, daled January 4. Jacob Grlbbln and Harry West.
18K2. showing for the full time of lis
existence, and the proceedings of the GEORGE A. PETTIB0NE IN
several meetings of the sal ! trustee";
CRITICAL CONDITION.
the books, records and accounts kept
by the said trustees, or under their diI
an
rection, showing all stocks,
.May
and Defendant In Idaho Murder ('
other securities of corp.ttlon
by
said
Never He Brought lo Trial.
limited partnerships
hld
trustees, of said stocks and securities:
record books of the ll(uiil:ln trusBoise, Sept. 17. Oeorge A. Pettl-bon- e
tees of the said oil trust, sliuwin? the
whs unable to Hppear In the dis
proceedings of said trustees In liquithis morning to have his
dation t the various meetings of the trict court
date and th" commencement of sail case set for trial. The affidavit of
llquldatl in, March 21, 12. nmll the ,th attending physician stales that
trust wns completely liquid, ,!d Mid Peltibone Is suffering from an ulcer of
of liquidation: the bladder, which, unless checked,
shírwlqír Xr- - prorcn
An operation may
linrtks 'or oflter records ttt the trustee 'will prove fatal.
In llqufdiillofi. showing the person to be hecessitry; but the physir
of ownership In the patient nmy be unable to survive
whom the pvld''nc
y
antlh
I'eltllione is
th property represent,! by tho sSd It,
In the murder nt i;nvr(ii-a
n
I Steunetiberg,
(( omloiii il tin Pane .
c:i.-le- rn

--
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Special Dbpateh

ta tt MerálM Jenrtud-Santa Fe, N, M Sept. 17. Superintendent Marlon Llttrell. of the territorial penitentiary, has announced
his Intention of retiring from the office at the end of the present year.
Mr. Llttrell recently visited Raton,
where, It Is said, he went for the purpose of resigning the office of sheriff
of Colfax county. The county commissioners, however, prevailed on Mr.
Llttrell to chance his mind, and he
will go back to Raton to take up the
duties of the sheriff's office after January 1. Mr. Llttrell desired té quit
tho prison as soon es his successor
could bo appointed, but at the earnest
solicitation of Governor Curry he decided to remain In charge for the rest
of the present year.
A number of candidates have already been mentioned In connection
with the position. Assistant Superintendent Garrett Is said to have the
endorsement of H. O.' Bursum for the
place. R. L. Baca, of this city, 1j
also said to have designs on tho Job.
but by people supposed to be In a
position to know, the chances of these
gentlemen for appointment are not
considered very good.
Among the dark horses mentioned
are Fred Fornoff, captain of the
mounted police, and Thomas McMillln,
city marshal of Albuquerque, Neither of these
ntlemen have, as yet,
announced themselves as candidates.
Governor Curry tendered the position to Charles 1 Ballard, of Roswe.ll,
and upon that gentleman declining
the honor because of business reasons,
offered It to J. K. Hunt, cashier of
the First National bank at Baton.' Mr.
Hunt found It Impossible to give up
his banking business, and it Is now
believed the governor will defer the
selection of Mr. Llttrell's successor
until after his return from his trip
down the Mississippi river with President Roosevelt.
I

law revisionTboard

remains uncompleted
m

Governor Curry I'slng Kxircme
Selection of Members to
Commission.

t'r-I-

n

l
DUDntrh te Ih Morula
Joarstl.)
Santa Fc, N. M., Sept. 17. Cover-nor
Curry has not as yet announced
the personnel of tho law revision commission, and It Is the general belief
here that It will be at least two weeks
before the places of the members who
recently resigned will bo filled, and
the appointments officially announced.
As far as can be learned the governor hfis In view the following attorneys for places on the commission:
Attorney General A. B. Fall. W. D.
Chllders, of Albuquerque; H.
of Socorro, and Benjamin
M .Read, of Santa Fe.
Charles M.
Springer, of Raton, has been ,'
d
as the fifth member of the
commission, but It Is now believed a
Laj Vegas attorney will be named for
the place. Rumor has It that A. A.
Jones has been offered the place, but
his acceptance of the honor la deem'
ed doubtful.
lApm-ln-

,

fien-tione-

STRIKING OPERATORS
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APPEAL FOR FUNDS
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ls
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Washington. D. C. Sept. 17. The
promised appeal of President Small,
of the Telegraphers' union, end President Gompers, of the American Federation of Labor, to organlxed labor
throughout the country for financial
assistance to the striking telegrph- era was issued today from the federaThe direct appeal
tion headquarters.
Is signed by Mr. Small. Mr. Gomperf
gives a general endorsement
of Its
purpose

,

Atithiam Anniversary.
New York, Sept. 17, The anniversary of the battle of Anllrtam a celebrated today by th.' Cathollo Veterans
of All Wars. A requiem mass was a
feature of the exercises, which will te
concluded this evening wit ha public
banquet.

CHICAGO VOTES DOWN
NEW CITY CHARTER
Chicago, Sept. 17. The new charter authorized by the stHte legislature
at Its last session for the, city of Chicago was rejected by ihe voters at today's special election by a majority
of over 2.000. a little more than
half the registered Vole was cast.
The light vole was due In some extent to the fact thst the election was
a special one and the granting of time
off for the purpose. of, voting was optional with employers, snd In a majority of cuse the voters were ohllged
to go to the polls bcvfnre
going to
work or not at all.

PLAGUE SPREADS SlOWLY
IN SAN FRANCISCO
Board of Health l!fHirts Tliltiy-onChwh, With Niiictri il Deaths
to Drtfl.
San Francisco. Sept, 17.
of health reports thirty-on- e

c

The board
case

of

bubonic plague lo date, nineteen
deaths snd nineteen eti in uhier observation, practical!) all of which will
be verified
Health Officer liunn reports that
.

of

seve!ity-t-

rats

examined within the
only five showed et"
. (.
and (inly one
ed es carrying iIhoo
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THE. ALB UQÜ ERQUE

It la learned that the government
will meet In special session Monday
morning, with Hon. Jesus Romero, officers have been at work on the
probate judge, presiding, to look Into case for several weeks, although It
the estate of Jesse E.' French, de did not become known until yesterday.
months ago the First NaSome
ceased, and other business that muy
tional of this city sent a large sum of
be laid before the court.
money to Helen by registered mall and
to Wed.
Olcn H. Bearrup, aged 22 years, and the mall sacks were rifled at theBi-leCarrie O. Neher, aged 19 years, both station. The present case presenta
of Albuquerque, applied for and re- more of the mysterious element than
ceived a marriage license yesterday of the former one, which was omo time
Mr. (since solved by Santa Fe and secret
Probate Clerk A. K. Walker.
Bearrup and Miss Neher will be mar- service men.
ried this evening at the home of the
bride's parents, on North Second
street.
Itcqulsltlon Goes for H.uilelt.
Several days will elapse before the
county authorities wU
police- ' and
whether Charles A. Hartlett,
know
alias Charles A. Bowers and other
aliases, now In the 1U Paso. Tex., Jail,
will be returned to Albuquerque to
stand trial for passing worthies
checks upon Iwj local business men.
SherliT Perfecto Armljo and 'Chitif
of Police Thomas McMillin yesterday
received word that Governor Curry
had forwarded to Governor Campb"ll
at Austin, Tex., the requisition papers
lor Partlett's return to New Mexico.
with
The warrant charging Hartlett
passing worthless checks upon John IRREPRESSIBLE ADVOCATE
Cornett, proprietor of he Vendóme
hotel, and a clerk In the Alvarado
OF BETTER HIGHROADS
pharmacy, have been placed In th-- j
KenV.
C.
Chief
of
Assistant
hands
nedy.
in Chicago and Appoints
Officer Kennedy wired to the Kl Lands
Paso chief yesterday requesting him
Albuquerque Man a Knight of
to advise whenever word was received
from Governor Campbell, atrtl In case
the Golden Chain.
the Lone Star executive honors Governor Curry's requisition, Officer Kennedy will go to the Pass City and
bring Hartlett to this city.
Charles W. Thatcher, the irrepressible advocate of good roads, whose
jaunts through New Mexico won him
considerable public attention a year
GUADALUPE COUNTY ago
and who Is now Journeying overland to Washington, D. C, has been
heard from once more. Thatcher Is
now in Illinois, where he has been delivering good road lectures and working for his pet scheme of a national
highway from the Atlantic to the Pacific, Jteccntly Hubert E. Putney, the
well kiown wholesale grocer, receive',
a
from Thatcher conveying the
More Homestead Entries Dur- information that Mr. Putney had been
duly appointed supreme organizer for
ing First Two Weeks of Sep- New Mexico for the "Knights of the
Golden Chain." an organization promoted by Thatcher which has for its
tember than Any Other in the object
road building, and nothing
more. Mr. Putney has accepted with
Santa Fe Land District,
thanks.
Thatcher has been delivering lectures In
and has made a hit
During the first fourteen days of with his Illinois
curious traveling equipment
origSeptember u total of seventy-tw- o
in Spiinglleld and Chicago. He is just
inal homestead entries, seventeen final now working on stories for the Hearst
newspapers, which have taken up his
and two desert land entries were re- cause, and when
he Is done with this
In
this district. The business he Is going on to Washington, where
corded
In detail for this period is as folhe proposes to lay before President
lows:
Kooscvelt a monster petition asking
enfrien,
72: that the president
Original homestead
recommend the
acres entered, It..120. These entries coast to coast highway in his next
were divided as follows: Guadalupe message to congress.
23; Santa, 14: Torrance, 11; Mora, 8;
Colfax. 4; San Miguel, 4: San Juan, 2;
Kio Arriba, 1. and McKinlcy. I.
IS
Final homestead entries, 1"; acres SILVER CITY
entered. 2.720. These entries were divided as follows: San Miguel, : San
Juan, 4; Mora, 2; Bernalill 2; Santa
Fe, 1; Guadalupe. 1; Valencia, 1.
Desert entries, 2; acres entered, 320.
The total number of entries of H It
kinds recorded since July 1 Is 414;
total number of acres entered,
-
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OF

COUNTERFEITER
GUILTY;

PLEADS

-

LIGHT SENTENCE

Physical Condition Taken Into
Consideration by Court in

Passing; Sentence; Both
Grand Juries at Work,
ti
Dr. Georg V. IIhII, who wa
on the afternoon or July 2 by
Chief of Police Thomas McMillln and
Assistant Chief XV. C. Kennedy, In a
ar-rr-

room at the Southern hotel, where he
was making counterfeit dollars, half
dollars and quarters, was yesterday
afternoon Indicted by the federal
grand Jury upon the charge of coun
terfeiting, was arniifined,
pleaded
guilty and was sentenced to erve two
years In the territorial penitentiary.
Dr. Hall was In the court room
when tha grand Jury brought In the
pleaded
Indictment and promptly
guilty. Judge ira A. Abbott as
promptly sentenced him to serve two
years In the penitentiary, pay u line of
150 and the costs of the case.
Before Hall' arrest a number of
counterfeit dollars had been turned
loose here and quite a number ha l
!,. n received at local banks.
Chief McMillln and Mr. Kennedy
followed up rlew after clew, until it
was learned that the counterfeit dollars were issuing from thi- Southern
hotel, on South Khst street. At 2:3')
o'clock on the afternoon of July 2,
went to the hotel und began
watching Hall's room.
Finally a negro porter went to the
room with a pitcher of water, and the
flight opening of the door revealed to
the officers their man, his apparatus
and a pile of counterfeit dollars.
When Hall saw that the officers
had him dead to rights, he admitted
the charge, was taken to the iternaiilio
rounty jail, arraigned before I'nited
States Commissioner WhltlUK in old
town July 3. and bound over to the
federal grand Jury.
Vhen Incarcerated, llr. Hall plead-eand begged for drugs, especially
morphine, which he was addicted to,
but during his two months' Imprisonment In the county jail. Dr. l'earce.
the counly physician, and others haw
KwcpcuVd in treeing the prisoner from
the drug habit.
On account of bis physical conditio i
he court m'ide Hall's term of Imprisonment a light one.
Itoih Grand Juries at Work.
The federal and territorial grand
juries held busy sessions yesterday at
the court house, although only oiv
indictment was brought in; that by th;
federal grand Jury In the case of Dr.
Hell.
The territorial grand jury was
Melville
about 10 o'clock.
h. Hummers was appointed ns foreImmediately
went
man and the Jury
into semlon. The entire morning and
afternoon was spent in exumining witnesses.
It Is believed that the federal grand
Jury will complete its work by Ibis
afternoon, as only a few eases an:
Scheduled for disposal by that body.
Following Is the make up of th;
Juries:
L'nlteil States grand Jury
John
Silva,
Adolfo
Porradalle, foreman;
Telesfor Arcibeque. Cleofaa Sanche,,
Jose (iiitlerrei, Krnhiue (arela, Sam
Clark.
!evv. Joe Coldstcin, John
Julian P. Connely. W. Blown. D. M.
Ferguson. Jose Francisco
Chavez.
Manuel Gallegos. F.d Iempke, lienor
-

d

Anures, J. P. O'Neill.
da, Francisco Marlbel,

Maximo

XV.

GarA. Gilpin.

Jarohson.
TerrllorlHl grand Jury M. It. Summers, foreman; Atanasjo Montoya.
Daniel Tories, A. J. Hye, J. XV. Palmer, John (5. Hauer, V. H. H. Met lV.

igar.

R. J.

K. (J.

Sweeney.

Mice

Mlllen-baug-

h,
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Driver of the Mogollón Stage
Has Arizona Record Breaker
Skinned a Mile and Is Still
Driving,

Delayed (Kwlal ('.irrmponilrni-- Morning Journal.
Silver City, N. M., Sept. 16. In a
By Freight Wreck on Mojave recnt Issue of the Morning Journal
appeared an article from Arizona describing' the wonderful feats in stage
Desert.
driving of one W. H. Hawkins, of

Huckeyo. who claimed to be the eham.
pion stage driver In the southwest,
A ' a result of a bad freight wreck having
driven 15,000 miles in a single
three miles this side of Harslow, Cal., year. , He went one George
Conrad, of
Mon lay night, the Chicago limited, Prescott, a little better, and the story
No, 4. anil No. R, the Sania Fe's night was to the effect that Hawkins had
pasM iiger trains, eastlmiind, both ar- them all beat.
Hut here In
rive
here early this morning, each City In u stage driver who has Silver
both
ni.ir.v hours behind time. The loco-mo- the. Arizona men skinned not a mile,
of box cars but about 10.000 miles ea;:h.
e and a number
went Into a ditch, carrying with them
Jacob House, of Silver City, has
a purilon of the rails and creating driven the Mogollon-Sllve- r
City stagu
other damage.
for three und a half years. He begun
I.ongwoith,
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas
on Noemhcr 11, 1901, and for forty-tw- o
of i:ilo. en route east, were passenmonths he made the drive six
gers on the limited (rom I.os Angeles times a week, never missing1 a trip,
to Vvilliams. Arl.., going from there never Injuring a passenger, never deto ti e Grand Canyon, where they will laying the mall or losing an express
spen today. The lngworths will package and he is still (hiving.
er
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ALBUQUERQUE.

covered at several points near Las
Vegas, but with the exception of one
place neatEl Porvenir, the veins uncovered have not been large enough to
repay working. At last, however, a
four foot vein of the finest quality
of bituminous coal has been found In
Tres Hermanos canyon, about fifteen
miles southwest of this city. In addition .to the vein referred to coal indications' have been found in several
places In that locality, and it Is believed that another ' Important coal
field will be opened up Irt New Mexico.
The llnd Is on tho land controlled by
the Bohemian Mining company, which
will at once pioceed with the devel-Opii(
of the property .on a flarger
scale than has been contemplated., The
Bohemian company located the land
ohaccount of large deposits of copper.
With coal at dose range) the
orom for a favurablev outcome of the
copper development is much blighter.
Enough coal Is, In sight to make the
mining of It af paying Industry from
the start. Although' Las. Vegas, owing
to Its nearness to. thtí Baton and Daw-win ruins, has mm Degqn to complain
seriously of the high prices of coal.
It will,
neverth less. welcome coal
mines much nearer home, and from
few directions are liable to come any
complaint If tho prices of the carbon
drops t elow the present noen.
. The fino Caslorieda
hotel hid a riar
f'-escape this morning. A blao was
tii.siovcred ju.u at Ihe th.v. wnen i
little more delay would have been
dangerous, in the charcoal room of
the hotel. It was put out without dif
ficulty but a few minutes' more pro
gress' would have resulted in serious
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SAFETY DEPOSIT

BOXES FOR RENT

BE
CLOSED
ALL
DAY

TODAY.

BALDIUDGE'S YARD IS THE PLACE

YOUR

and Lath. Large stock of Windows, Doors
Paints, Oils, Brushes, Cement, Building Paper, always on hand
For Lumber,

Shing-les-
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WILL

loss.

;
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C. BALD RIDGE
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APPRECIATED

The Superior Planing Mill Is now equipped to do all kinds of mill
work at price that defy competition. Call or write for prices before placing your order for anything made by a first class mill.

TOMORROW.

THE SUPERIOR LUMBER AND MILL CO.

BE

H. Schlrmer. long manager for
Postal Telegraph company here,
been appr'.nti'd assistant postmas
tcr, vice. Edwurc. G. Spiiicder, re
signed.
C.

ttw

ALBUQÜKKQLE, N. M.

SOUTH OP VIADUCT.

BOLD BAIIDIT WORKS

II Mi

ABLE

IS

The State National- Bank

Journal.
East Las Vegas, N. M., Sept. 16.
Coal In ismall (inanities has been disMorning
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Abundantly Pay Operating
Charges and Las Vegas Now
Looks for Reduction In Price

Will
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Las Vegas Has Robber Masked
and Atme dWho Lies in Wait
Behind Prison Walls.
Special

President's Daughter

THE JAFFA
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FOUR FOOTjVEIN' FOUND
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INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

JACOB HOUSE HAS MADE

THURSDAY

HEAR

LAS VEGAS

LQIIGWORTHS DUE IN

I

ly

GOAL

STAGE DRIVER

Pierc! K. Hrltt, D. F. CM!.
Juan Pena y Chave. Primitivo Candelaria. James Devine, Ileiilno Mo.V
tova. Joaquin Martine, V. L. Thorp.
H. A. Campfleld. J. K. Haines, Fred
Mann, Antonio Gabaldon.
Territorial petit Jury II. D. Samp-sel- l.
J. Honnell, W. J. Morning, Placido
) Otero, Kafael Griego.
Jose Gutierrez Garcia, John Clark,
rJduardo Illanco, Pedro Perca, Fran-l(- 0
Scdlllo, Geoigt Thomas, N. K.
The distance for his day's drivo wai
Sleenj. Jose Maria Chaven, Konuin conljiiie their Journey eastwardAlbu-qii-toeighty miles, using eight horses, and
NuHmes, Julian Trujlllo, J. H. Hern-do- morrow morning, arriving' In
,
3:50 In the eourso of the year he drove
p. F. McCann. N. I Kemmer-rrnight at
me Thursday
2.ri,040 miles,
Felix O.lllndro. J. A. Garfia, Hen- o'c'' k.
figuring auout 1,100
ry Gleason, Carlos II. Ilometo, Hany
days at eighty miles a day and you
have the astonishing total of 88,000
Asi'lnwall.
miles In three nnd a half years.
lroliate Court Meels Monday.
county pronatc court
So It can be seen that Jacob House,
The
as a stage driver. Is no slouch and
'.hat he has a little record of his owti.
When the Gila river has been too high
DOCTORS MISTAKES
to ford, House has been accustomed
Are Mid oftn to b hurled six feet nndei
to placing himself In a cracker box In
Itmiind. But manr time women call on
which he has been hauled across the
their family phylrln, (uifferinj. as they
river on a cable to a teani waiting on
Imagine, one from dyupepsl, inot her from
the other side, but he never delayed
the mall. Mr. House lives In Silver
heart dlseise, another from liver or
City and Is well known to all travelers
prosdlee, another from nervous there,
In these parts. The line which he has
tration, another with palo here and
been driving Is owned by C. XV. Marand In thla way they present alike to
riott. The veteran driver nppcars to
f
or orer-hutheir
thmelve and
think
his record a very ordinary one,
doctor, aeparau dlseaaea, for wblrh
and
that he haa plenty of room to pile
he, awumlng them to be auch. preacrlbe
MISSING
up miles.
hi pills and pollón. In reality, they are FIVE HUNDRED
all onlyaimrifonu raue4 by torn uterine.
Hospital Workers In Session.
FROM $3,000 PACKAGE
TheTThiiirlan.'linorant of the
diee.of aiifferfnrVVP
Chicago, Sept. 17. Methods of Imophsatreatment
oiutr
proving the efficiency of hospital work
until larr bill are iihide. Ti?uflrrln
by distinguished
will be discussed
patient gn no btUrVjJrVav4Mb
Service
Secret
Government
and charitable
medical
authorities
ront treatment, but probably worseT4
from many North American cities durCt4ag,yilclfliüile UJ'ren lAvntUfl
Men Working on Case Which ing the ninth conference of the Amery;fliTTJ
7ifitnM"t
ican Hospital association, which conbv oisfceiiJiii aiilhoMi arrafTTii
Was Reported More Than vened this morning at Hotel Palmer.
rnD- Dr. George Webster, president of the
tomi. and Inttltutlnc comfort Instead of
Illinois state board of health, welprolonged misery, ft haa been well laid,
Two Months Ago.
a
la
n
know
half
comed
the visitors, and Dr. H. 10. Webdisease
cured.
.
that
ster, of the Koyal Victoria hospital,
!r. Pierce Favorita Prewriptlon !l a
Scientific medicine, earefullr devised by
It was learned yesterday that gov- Montreal, responded for the associaan experienced and skillful phyilrlan, ernment secret service men are St tion. Dr. Itenwick K. ltoss, of the
adapted
nd
to woman' delicate system,
Albuquerque In Buffalo general hospital,' president of
tht association, delivered his annual
ltd made of nativa American medicinal work In HelenWithandanothor postoffice address,
roota and t perfectly harmless In ita connection
pointing out the progress
mystery In which a IS. 000 registered
package of currency plays the princi- made In hospital methods (luring the
pal llguie. The rase had Its origin last year.
tonic " ie some
t iiowerful Invigorating
This afternoon the delegates listentwo months ago, when the First
Imparta
atrength
to
Prcrlpt!n"
city sent to the ed to an address by Miss Jane Adams,
bank
of
National
this
organa
to
and
whole
tha
the
Ttem
bank of Helen a pack- tho famous head of the Hull house,
feminine In particular, f or over- age ofNational
currency containing IJ.OOO. Th w ho spoke on "Tho Ijiyman's Point of
defollí
worked, "worn-out,- "
package was sent by registered mall. View of Hospital Work Among the
tated tearheri. milliner, dressmakers,
Poor." Other speakers Included tho
when It left the Albuqueique
and
"ahon-alrla.- "
aamtreee,
Ftev. A. 8. Kavanagh, of the Methoas
3,000
In
bills
contained
the
women
feeble
Btirlna mothers, and
dist Kplscopal hospital, Brooklyn, and
It left the bank.
Plerre'a Favorite Prescription
When the package was opened at Dr. J. N. K. Brown, of tho Toronto
Is the greatest earthlf boon, being
general hospital.
as an appetlung cordial and ra Kelen It was $500 short.
The conference will dose Friday
Thus far the government officers
atoratire tonic
any clew to noon with the election of officers, after
At a wwiihlrr and strengthening nerr-li- e h.ive been unable to find mystery.
which
the delegates will visit Chicago
It
lend to a solution of the
avorlw Prescription" la tinroualed
hospitals. leading hospitals of the
and la Invaluable In alluring and sub- Is understood thnt no examination of I'nited Slates and ( arada.
num.
duing nervous excitability, Irritability, the packHge wis made at the Helen ber of 350, are representedf thein the
nervous exhaustion, nervous prostration, bank before It was opened, so mal it membership of
the association,
twiralgla. hysteria, spsm, ML Vltui'a la not known whether the. seals had
having been added In the last
dunce, and other distressing, nervous been tampered with or not.
year.
"The matter occurred about two
Irtpptnma rommouly attenuant upon
functionsl and organle disease of tbe months ago," said Cashier Frank
nt kids? trim-b- l
On ut lh worat ftur
of the First National last night.
I
It Induce refreshing sleep and
that It la an InaiUinna 3laM sn4 ha- U!ri. mental
a
date,
but
anxiety and deaitumlenry. "I do not recall the exact
f.tra the victim rtallsa hla tla"r n mar
relieve
$3.000 package ol t urreticy went from t!r
tniOmll- TsKa Fnlr' KMrii f
r, I'irrce'a I'lessant prllets (nvigorata
,
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CAPITAL
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Offloers uid Directora:
OLOMON LUNA. President.
W. 3. JOHNSON,
W.
BTRICKLKIl. '
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Vic President and Oaxhler.
GI0OROB ARNOT.
WILLIAN McINTOSIL
A. M. BLACK W ELL.
O. E. CROMWELL.
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The Jaffa Grocery Co.
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East Las Vegas, N. M Sept. 18.
Abel Gallegos stayed out late last
Good Things to Eat."
night, and as a result has .a case of
Mall Orders Tilled Same Day
nerves that will hold him close at
as Received.
home at nlsht for a month. Abel left
his companions ,at the lonely hour of
by
way
lay
m.
a.
His homeward
the county Jail, the place of all places
which the lawbreaker Is supposed to
THE WM. FARR COMPANY,
shun. Hut exceptions to all supposiand Retail
tious theories thera will be, as Abel is DEALER Wholesale
IN I RKH1I AND HALT HEATS
prepared to testify. For from behind
8i.ii.iif a Rpwlaltr
the solemn gray walls of the jail, us For Cattle anil
Hos the Rlggest MarAbel was ahout to pass, stepped forth
ket Prlep I Pnlrl.
a bold robber, whose eyes glared
menacingly through the holes of a
black mask. He pointed a formidable
gun at Abel's devoted head and In a
terrible voice commanded him to
shell out his valuables. Abel shelled CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
to the extent of .11.26. a tooth pick
Shop 410 XV. (Vipper Afe.
and a collar button. These the desPlion 84 7.
perado nccepted'and told Abel to hike.
There Is fear and trembling among
the night hawks, as It In believed the
111
be
lth the black mask
man.
J
heard from attain. ' i i
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Albuquerque, New Meiloo

Telephone 67.

Went Sllrfr Avenue.
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L.B. PUTNEY
Kstabtlshed 187S

Wholesale Grocer. Flour, Feed
and Grain. Agent for
Mitchell Wagons.
New Mexico
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to Albuquerque.
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Mirza Tago Khan Is the physician
. ,Í;T. N. LINVIjLLE.
ot the Perslaha.
He accompanied
?.
them from their far-o- ff
eastern homes.
STÁl-i.AND FAXOr GBOCLKIES
He is an old man, with a long beard,
dyed a fiery red, and wears the drab Brut grade of Flour, Cotter, Teas and" Spice
ekull cap of his country. His outer
a Specialty.
garment Is of sheep skin, fitting loose- Everything in the market always on hand.
ly over a long tunic oi blue cotton.
THE BEST AIAVAY9.
s ,
The lower part of his legs are bare
West Central Avenue
and almost as dark In color as the Phone !38. . .
woven socks which cover his feet. His
shoes are left outside the door or it A KULl Kit or T ü I H
Ok
patient's house and his tread becomes
as noiseless as that of a cat.
The natives have great faith In
Mlrza Tago Khan. They fear Amer- Gol4 Crow a
ago
ican diseases and call for his services Gold
upward fruía
im
at every unwonted physical sensation. PataleaFilling,
Extraction
Mr
He apparently relies most conspicuAll Work Ahaolulely fJuaranteed.
ously upon the aid of Allah, whom he
Invokes at every step of his treatDRS. COPP & PETTITr
ment. He has a decided tendency to
Room 1?. N. T. Armljo llulldlng
blood-lettin- g
and a delight In strong
-;
medicines..
Pawnee Bill was walking about his
.
encampment In Chicago one inornln, THE
It is told,- when he encountered splash
the Mining Camps of Coloafter splash of crimson. Inquiring the
cause, he learned that the Persian
Utah and, Nevada;
rado,
to
medicine man had been making his
rounds. By blood letting he had treat- Denver, Colorado Spr.'ngs and
ed a cold, a headache and a pain In
Pueblo, is by way of Santa Fe,
the stomach.

Ver stan Wit tch Doctor

3, 1907, 'i
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RUSSIAN REVOLUTION

-

COST 19,144 LIVES
DENVER

A initial

I vonty-Seven- th
i

x

the

RIO GRANDE

St. Petersburg, Sept. 17. The Slovo
RAILROAD
today published statistics regarding
the revolutionary movement, prepared
by the noted Russian statistician. Dr. Through the fertile San
Luis
fchdankoft. whereby .the total number
Valley;
also
to
of victims of the "dramatic epidemic"
the San Juan
Is placed at 47,020, of whom 19.144
were killed. It Is further .shown that country of Colorado,
2,38 1 sentences of death were carried
out. that 1,350 prisoners committed
For Informal Ion as to rate, trail,
suicide, and that 21,405 persons were servio, descriptive literature, addrt
wounded.
The largest loss of life, 12.952, reS. K. HOOPER,
sulted from encounters with the sol- GenernJ Puasenger
and Ticket Acer
diers or police. The
riots
numbered ",9(2. and there were 4.540
OFlNVtm. COLO
reactionary riots and 2,194 mutinies., The agrarian disorders were
comparatively Insignificant, only 533.
The revolutionists assassinated ninety-thre- e
generals or governors; sixty-on- e
prefects, and 8,070 officials of various
ranks.
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October 7th to 12th Inclusive
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

anti-Jewi-

xcursions

rersian Physician With Pawnee Bill

WOOD'S DEPARTURE FROM
PHILIPPINES DELAYED

FOIHTS QUTHEta FOR

ill

Gil Elllil
t

The

Correspondent Approves of the
Movement' to Provide Albuquerque With a Suitable
Building for Public Purposes,
Editor Morning Journal:
I have read with pleasure your
In today's issue, "Convention Hall
Greatest Xeed of This City," and
heirtlly endorse the movement to give
auditorium
Albuquerque an
with perfect acoustic properties.
Toward the militia company as an
organization I have the kindliest feelings, but at present our growing city,
needs so many things and our people
are called upon to contribute on so
many occasions that I do hot for a
moment believe that those who generally mak'uprhe dintlon required
by' local enterprises''"" wlli" talfe kindly
to the proposition to donate two f!i:u-Ban- d
five hundred dollars 'to purcnase
a site for an armory to be used by n
mll.lki-rnecompany of about thirty-fiv- e
The failure of our people to intent tc such a contribution for such .1
purpose Is not founded on any opposition to the loca! militia, but upon a
that the use of an armory
for a snihll company of militia "to
stack arms and drill in" Is not of sufficient Importance to justify the outlay necessary to purchase the site. But
If our people are assured that we will
have an auditorium, not a ramshackle
shed, nor a thirty by sixty room, but
a convention hall of Rtattly dimcn-Klonwhich can be used for pub i.'
assemblies and gatherings, then the
monev needful to pay for the site will
be willingly contributed by Albuquerque's enterprising citizens. ,
In these days of cheap and rapid
transportation conventions are numerically much larger than a few yiars
ago. While It Is true that Increased attendance Is of greater benefit to the
city having the convention, yet because of the larger membership It lias
recently become quite n common thing
tor tha' leaders of any assembly, beforea
ucceptlng an Invitation to meet In
city, to ask, "Have you an auditowill
rium? Have you a hall which Anaccommodate our convent ion f"
swer these questions In the negative
und your Invitation is no longer
An
There Is another advantage.
auditorium would give Albuqumvpie
not
we
could
an advertisement Mich as
too
receive by expending three time way.
any
money
other
In
amount of
Think of the advertisement wh'cil the
Tabernacle has been and' still is t: Halt
'
Lake City
There Is no reason why the armory
nhould not be so constructed aa to
be an Ideal convention hall and audi- a
torium. Albuquerque needs such
hall, needs It now and needs it every
month in the year. We had the largest hall in the city for the Hagerman
meeting, and yet five hundred people
had to he turned away because they
could not find standing room in It.raNext vear we are to hijve the
tional Irrigation congress, and are also
to have the convention of the NationMoth
al Association of Geologist.
bodies are numerrtcally . large and
both ar composed of men of nntional
has no
Albuquerque
reputations.
hall which will accommodate either
convention, and yet when these conventions meet, many of our home
people,' ao well as the numerous visitwould like to hear the addresses
ors,
'
we need
Let us bear In mind thatnow
the
convention hall and thatarmoryis can
get It; that the
lime to
used as a convention
be bu-l- t for and
from Its use
hall without detracting
and value as an armory.
nr-lic- le

n.

s,

AYiU'ii

New York. Sept. 17. It Is said
that it will be at least ten months before Major General Leonard Wood
assumes command of the department
of the east In the place of General
Fred D. Grant, who will then take
command of the department
of the
lakes. The change was expected to
take place this year, but the war department has decided to keep Wood in
the Philippines until after Secretary
Taft's visit, and to grant him an extended leave of absence after his return to this country.

Iloetor.

jsi Airican -- witcn doctor" and a
physician from Persia are among the
foreign contingent with Pawnee Bill's
Historic Wild West and Great Far
East show, which will be here for two
performances on next Monday, and
tho showman invites sufferers
from
physical ailments to make a free test
or their abilities.
Unjojo, a black man from the inner depths of Africa, was cured last
week by the "witch doctor" of the
troupe of as bad a case of rheumatism
as over aruicted human being, and thj
native piactitloner Is belli folicited tn
treat the troubles of several white
men or the show. His method, so "ar
the Americans can learn, is to
an incision in the body, and placemake
over
tho wound the large end of an antelope horn about lour inches long
Then a vacuum is formed by the
"witch doctor" sucking the air out
through an opening at the
end.
The hole Is closed wjth wax, ancj the
la
horn
left until it becomes tilled with
Clotted blood.
The rheumatism Is
supposed to be literally drawn out of
the blood.
The African has, too, what the natives declare is a sure cure for headache. A horn Is filled with a mixture
of ground nut oil and a medicinal
bark known as "unchanya." and the
concoction Is administered to the patient by dropping it into the ear. Another remedy called "gwandere" Is relied upon to cleanse the Internal bodv.

BjjmMmnmemmammm the
,

YOU

Alhuquenue,

Sept. ÍC

Will Demand Rail y Trial for Tlidw.
New York, Sept.
17.
When the
criminal branch of the supreme court
opens next month and the case of
Harry K. Thaw, charged with , the
murder of Stanford White, is called,
M. W. Littleton, senior counsel for the
defense, will demand an immediate
trial. District Attorney Jerome, it Is
understood, will oppose the Immedi
ate hearing of the case, and It Is be
lieved that a date In December will be

agreed upon.

'

President
Oyster Bay, Sept.
Hoosevelt has been invited to go on
lioulslana
the
Into
a hunting trip
ranebrakes. The men who have extended the Invitation assure him that
he will get a shot at bear and other
worthy ame, and If "he can arrange
his affairs at Washington so as to
Ko without detriment to business, he
Is likely to accept.
The prospective hosts are understood to be practically identical with
him on the
those who entertained
bear hunt at' Bmedos. Miss., four years
go. They include Stuyvesant Flih,
until recently president of the Illinois Central railroad; Judge Dlckln-no- n
chief counsel of the same F.vHeOi;
of the
John , Mctlhenney, a member
civil r.enice commission, and John
. W. Porker, a cotton planter.
17.

Purse

Post Stake Race

2:13 Pace; Veuve Clicquot Yellow Label
.Champagne Stake Race
..$1,000
No.
Purse
4 2:25 Pace
$ 500
Purse No. 5 Free for all Pace. .
$1,000
Purse No. 62:30 Trot
$ 500

..

and East-

points. On sale
daily until September
30. Return limit Octo- - i
ber 31. Rates to principal points.

c..;U-.$72.9-

$1,000
$1 ,000

Purse No. 3

ern

day limit.)

12:17 Pace.....:
No. 22:20 Trot; Denver

Purse No.

Be

To Colorado

PACING PROGRAM

AND

,

I

The Best Horses on the Colorado. Kansas and Texas Circuits

Big List of

Try a Morning Journal Want Ad

Whirlwind Finishes.

!

RAILWAY RATES: HALF FARE OR BETTER
J. A. WEINMAN
President

0

ACCOUNT 1. 0. 0. R S0VER.
EIGN GRAND LODGE.

St, Paul or Minneapolis
and return
$52.10

JAY A. HÜBBS
Manager

-

ROY A. STAMM
Secretary

IillUOUEItQCE
READ JOURNAL WANTS.
ILBIipERQIiEPLININQEIILL
Tickets on sale September Foundry and Machine Works. Showcase. Mission Furniture, Store
Hall,
It.
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, return limit Iron and BrP. Cautín. Or, Coal, and and Bar Ilxtures and liulldlng Mate- St. Elmo Sample & Club Rooms
Can, Pulleyi. Oral Er, Babbitt rial.
Jowph Barmtt, Proprietor, '
October 2, 1907. Call .at ticket Lumber
.
Hit Weat Central Avanua.
llatal. Columna and Iron Front! for
Repair on alining; and Milling Maoffice for particulars,
A. J. Love, Proprietor
ALL
CHOICE LIQUOr.S SERVED.
chinery our ipeolalty. FOUNDRY, East Sida
T. E. PURDY. AgenL
th nnnnlnr
of Railroad Track, Albuqupque. Now Mélico
Knn averv Moll
Phone 403.
403 S. First Street
A
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ALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE DRY GOODS HOUSE.
Dry Goods, Millinery and Women's Ready-to-WeGarments Exclusively
ar

Phone Order Filled Promptly

The Hen Autumn

(
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Mail Orders Promptly Filled

Colored

Dress
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With a representation of the latest weaves already far in advance of ally showing we liava made thus early In
the season, new arrivals are being received almost dally In great numbers of effective color combinations
and
each design more charmingly distinctive than the other. It will be practically impossible for us to duplicate
many of the Imported silks and velvets now Is lng shown.

fill

Furs Are All New:

;

Mm

Not one of the garments or articles was ever offered for sale before tills season. Consequently the styles are
all new. The Immense orders nccewary to bring the aMortment to their present remarkable completeness were
placed at a time when furriers ire able to give more than the usual attention to the details In workmanship
which contribute especially to the character of the style and the service, of every article.

Dresses

Autumn

From Anmrlra'a Foremost Itaolsnara Diaplayad.
What la It ttmt nmiin ara Urn mut aager to
know abuut at tba
moment.

prnt

knnw what they hav

bean aaklng u

fur week.

about

In s ' I n art romlng thii fallt
il
We upan wl'la tha dour lo lha aarrata of
In producing
of tha acknowladK'd leader
American faahiiui. Wa ahow from eai'h a group of
eiMUlalle ilrn(a and wrpa, upon which they hava
lavlihed their wealtH of genlua and sac 111.
('ma and "e If they ara m.l worthy of Parla.
Then we alao hava ready a collection ot tailor
made aulta In handeome Autumn atylaa. at quit
i
Women who Ilka to b flrat In
moderate
fn.hlxna. and alt who ar eaaer for a changa In
their wardrobe, will welcome the opportunity

"What chaniroa

!.

I

j

Specially Priced

All Are

The Now Button!

'

K

Silks and Velvets; Exclusive Autumn Stylos

II Hi

Our Hew

Fabrics

lletvlve an eitcnslve nprentailon In a smx-Idls)lay bfliiiiing Iwtay. This early offerlnR of the weave anil
colora HNMuriil of (create preferenee In fall and winter fHNhioiis was pUniK-- many months ago. Kxchislve con-irwas seetirtjd for the bent of the original productions of the leading KuroM-alooms. Many of the very t liui
novelties reprewMit the foremost skilled weavers' efforts to meet the requirements of our exatUng elieiilele.
He Hxak with the utmost Nsurance of the creditable character of this exhibit enthrai lng, as It does, the most
eitenstve and the most plea sine: nt'w weaves and colors ever shown by us at this early dale.

cimKX

presidenTmayhúnt
.
for bear in lousiana

A &

Tokio, Sept. 17. Thirty persons Pueblo and return
$18.95
were drowned and one hundred houses
burned early this morning at Kosaka, Chicago and return
t $53.30
near Ketaru. The fire started In the
mining works and while attempts bt. Louis and return .$52.90
were being made to save the mine the
water reservoir was broken, flooding Kansas City and return $44.55
a portion of the village. Many women Norfolk and return,. (60
,
and children were among the victims,

I

IF

TROTTING

THIRTY DROWNED IN
JAPANESE MINE HORROR, Denver and Return
$23.70
Colo, Springs and return$20.75

.

'

8,000 For Trotters, Pacers and Runners!

I

II E

KftlXUMIsr

Dame Fashion decrees buttons on all kinds oí

garments.

Buttons of all sizes and all kinds,

from the daintiest little Persian effects up to

the elaborate effects that resemble hand
made jewelry, and the prices are not high,

New Dress Trimming S
matchless assortment of the newest the
fashion centers of the world have produced
.re here in endless profusion; Braids, Guimps.
pangles, Jets, Persian Appliques, Gold, Steel,
Pearl, Silver, in bands, edges, galloons, garnitures, in a great variety of patterns and
styles for your selecting.

That indefinable something individualityso essential in every smart article of attire, is
emphasized here in a way most pleasing to those in quest of original ideas. Every article of
apparel shown at our opening has a distinctive style character about it, an out of the ordinary
air so different from any thing you will see in any other establishment. Every creation that
'
is shown is the inspiration of an artist and not of the copyist.
J

fWEEH

Authoritative

A

Dftl'TKMIIKal

t,

liMi'.f

.

Millinery

, We dlaplay fur lha Impectlon of our
friend and
patrona tha moat varied, liaaullful and xctiiaiv
tylea In fall millinery that w have
ahown.
Walch our window dlaplay.

vr

The artlatlc knd (Tectlv
parlalan color harm.
nlea, lha new and beautiful Imported feaUar.

llowr( and rlbhon,

lh iklllful rraftamanahlp and
lha wide dlveralty of at y I. a all oumbln
to make
thla dlaplay the authoritative millinery ahowlHf of
th aeaaon.
Our dlaplay of original

Parlalan m.de1, tofelh.r
and adaptation
nllalil Ut th Amar,
lean market, I absolutely complete, and th ladlei
t Albuqueraue ar cordially invlled to aval) theia-Ive- a
of this opportunity f.,i olncivitig th In'timt
,
and geweit moja.
With coplea

I 1 UK M

(IMOllt'

I

'I

j
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across the country "and about two
thousand feet wide. This ore runs on
an average of $3 per ton In fine gold.
A great deal of money has
been
spent here In the past, but for a long
time satisfactory results were not obtained, because of difficulty In saving
the gold, due mainly to lack of technical knowledge, want of proper machinery, and in part to bad management.
Recently the Mines Management
Syndicate of El Paso. Texas, took
charge of the property and piaced a
cyanide
successful two hundred-to- n
plant on the place. A large number
of surrounding properties
suspended
operations, awaiting the result of the
experiments at the Eagle, conducted
by the Mines Aiana?ement Syndicate.
During-thlime required for the erection of the new plant the syndicate
caused a careful survey and prospect
(Continued '
of the land to be made, Its being the
trust was issued In exchange for trus- idea of Mr. V. J. ' R.j;Cowell, presitees' cerliltcutes previously held by dent of the Mltes Management Synthem, and showing the quarterly dicate, and of his experts, that tho
amount of interest so transferred, and great . rhyollte dyke would be found
the amount of interest so ucqulred in to be crossed; by richer, veins, carrying
the various constituent companies by coarser gold. The discovery of tho
such transfers or exchanges by enftl. new vein is the direct result of this
prospecting and confirms the predicperson.
A eubpoena has also been served de tion that such veins would be found.
At the new plant on the Eagle this
manding the appearance nt the present hearing of Samuel A. llrown, ) res ore Is mined, handled and reduced to
ident of the Tidewater Pipe company., a refined bullion at a cost of less than
commanding him to produce all the $1 per ton, the cost of mining being
stock books iind ledgers showing the very light.
Mr. Cowell, when seen today,
ownership of the corporation'! capital
great satisfaction
over the
stock: also certain agreements made
hnd,
which he fully confirmed. The
on October it, 1883, between the Nacamp
.
in
is
of excitea
entire
state
tional Transit company, tha Unite-The
Pipe lines and the Tidnwnfer company, ment over the new discovery.
together with other agreements made immediate result will be the startint;
plant at the
about the same time between the of the amalgamating
Standard Oil company of New York, Eagle, and the opening of all surrounding
properties which had been
the Standard OH company of Ohio,
of New Jer- held back to watch the Eagle.
the Standard Oil compt-nundoubtedly a greater
is
There
sey, the Ocean Oil company, the Chester Oil company, and Ayers. Lombard amount or low grade ore in solid mass
& Co.
These agreements, it is al- In this district than in any other camp
leged, arranged for a division of the in the southwest, and. a rush of mining men to the place is probable. At
oil business.
William O. Rockefeller, together any rate, the future of Parsons as a
with Wesley O. Tilford, treasurer of big camp Is now assured, and.the minthe Standard Oil company of New Jer- ing Industry' In New Mexico:, has resey and others, Is directed to produce ceived a great boost.
the stock books and stock ledgers
Peni at Orogrando. ii
showing the names of the owners of
Among the more Important 'deals In
Standard stock: all books showing mining
property which have ' been
stocks, bonds and other securities
'was the
owned or held in trust by the com- made during the past week
in
pany! all certilieates of stock of other sale of the well known Dudefi-lalCarlo district of tjie north
corporations or limited partnerships the Monte
A
held and records showing ail securi- end, says the Orogrande Times.
ties acquired MiKe January 1 1S9Í). deal was made Wednesday transferring
the Interests of Or. J. V. Re"
Numerous a.lcged agreement- between
E. Beazley to W..U. Ounrles, wu
the Stand:" (, Oil company of New Jer- and
is
to take over the Interests
arranging
sey and other concerns throughout the
country are also amoni; the recor.ls of the other three owners.
This property was Jointly owned by
demandI.
will Mayor Scott and four otffer well
of record
The
mining men of this section,
of the oil drum known
cover th
years and w'U un- and is considered one of the best unfor twenty-fiv- e
developed
prospects In this district.
doubtedly bt the most thorough ever
claim Is located near Capitol
undertaken. While this maw of evi- The
of the Flying Eagle of
dence will b presented in the form peak, west
Water canyon. Several hundred dolof transcripts prepared by experts
by the oil company, Ihe at- lars' worth of prospect and assesstorneys for the government have re- ment work has been done by the forserved the right to demand the pro- mer owners and assays made from
near the surface show fair reduction of the original book.-!- , if de- ores
turns In gold and copper.
sired.
It Is not expected that John P.
Rockefeller, fvho is named as one of American filrl Weds (crinan Officer.
Geneva. Sept. 17. Miss Marie Kelthe defendants In the suit, will be logg,
daughter of Mrs. Justin Kellogg,
called upon to testify, nor is It probable that Henrv H. Rogers or John D. of New York, today became the bride
Captain
of
Rudolph Gtting, of the
Arc'nbo'.d will be called, although all
German navy.
conThe ceremony was
threi of these men are said to beproseperformed In the American church
versant with the facts that the
cution desires to bring out. If these here.
defendants were allowed to testify inAt the Crystal.
Ihe present hearing they would prooThera is no use In talking, modern
al.ly be Immune from prosecution,
nt
popular prices Is what
devaudeville
nnii the government attorney. are
they Uave bijtn wanting In this town,
sirous of preventing any possible
bath for the heads of the trust. and now thai they have It they are
Frank U. Kellogg, the Hariiman in- going after It In great shape.
The tnltlnHladies. souvenir matinee
quisitor.' represents Vuele Sí ir nt the
hearing, and will likely push tl yesterday afMrnoon' was quite largely
prosecution with his customary vigor. attended, considering that It. was tho
first one, anil two more big houses
greeted the performers last night
Olli MI ST
PUT VP SIX .MILLION' IION1) again. Much .a program as Is on this
Chicago. Sept. 17. The Standard week bears seeing a couple or three
Oil company of Indiana, In order to limes (uring a week at tho prices,
obtain a stav of execution against Its and by that time It will be time for
a change of tirogram.
property to satisfy tlie fine of
Ho enjoyable
was this one that
recently Imposed by Judge
Ijindis, must furnish bonds to the every one will eagerly await all andewas
'for
next week's show at
This
nouncements
amount of Jfi.OoO.ooo.
termined todav bv Judge Crosseun In the pretty little theater.
It Is too bad that Manager Cordier
the United States circuit court, much
i
upon his
to the chagrin of the attorneys on was so badly handicapped
both sides. The counsel for the oil opening presentations by the
machine,
of his picture
company had contended strenuously
which cut him out of two very enfor a bond of not more than $1,000,-(10govjoyable feu ture of a Crystal program
while the attorneys for the
moving pictures and an lllustruted
ernment had demanded that the
Imposed
song; also, that there was some
fine
high
as the
bonds be as
out a clever show and la exJudge
by
Iindls.
Judge (Irosscup ordered that the pecting to present the song and picbonds must be filed and approved by tures most any afternoon or night
the court before the supersedeas shall now.
Issue, one for $4,O00,ooo covering the
property of the company at Whiting. take about another net coming from
Ind., the other for $2,000,000 to cover l.os Angeles, Cal.
but nevertheleHK,
he In making out real well, and everyIhe property of the company, elsebody in praising hl efforts and acwhere.
cording him She most hearty of suchas
Mrs. Itoolh nt Prison Cong-rosscesses.
In the mennwhlle he
ICvery day Morning Journal want ad readChicago, Sept. 17. Mrs. Maud
rooms."
experienc-ryUettete
furnished
ers are finding
Hooth told of her
Nutional
In prison work before the
Th-evening.
congress
WAIT.
DON'T
this
Prison
26
subject of her address was "The Prisoner Is a Man." Mrs. Hooth Is chair- Take Advantage of Albuquerque
KxHreii-- e liefore It's
man of the committee on discharged
prisoners of the prison congress. Tills
Too Lnte.
es;! in was devoted to a
morning'
When the back begins to'aehe.
Pidiscussion of Jails
Don't wait until backache becomes
charles It. Henderson, prof.ior oí chronic.
sociology at the University of Chicago,,
Till aerloua kidney troubled develop.
is chairman of the committee on Ji'il-iTill urinary troubles destroy nlght g
and delivered the principal add less.
rent. '
Profit by an Albuquerque citizen's
experience.
GOOD STRIKE MADE
Mrs. L. A. Benson, of 308
acá
AT THE EAGLE MINE. avenue, Albuquerque, N. M says: "I
never had backache to speak of until
I came here five months ago, when It
1)1 I'll so Symlli-nt(rio (iisxl Tiling In set In and became an almost continl'ros-rtnl I'aisoiiM.
ual annoyance. If I would stand long,
and when I would wash my back, was
IttprrlHl IMtnntrh to the Moraine Journal. 1 so painful as it seemed to kill me.
so
Parsons, N. M., Sept. 17. At the The persistent aching mude mo
Kagle mine In this camp a strike has nervous at times that I could hardly
A friend and neighJust been made that Is of the greatest control myself.
Itoan's Kidney
Importance. A ten foot vein of gold bor recommended
hearing ore running $7.50 per ton has Tills to me, so I procured a ofbox. I
them
half
been disclosed by careful prospecting, had not used more than my
back had
In
and trnced for a distance of one mile before the I distress
headache,
of
and was relieved
across the land of the Kagle company. ended
The main body of mineral here Is a an annoyance, which had I distressed
great
me
a
deal.' Now, If notice any
soft rhyollte, running for several miles sign
of backache, I Immediately appeal to Iiirtn'a Kidney Tills and a few
Elks Theater, Friday Sept. 20 doses suffice to dlrpel every Indica- Hon of the trouble."
Price BO
Kor sale by all dealers.
n
Co.. Huffalo,
rents.
ONE NIGHT ONLY
N. Y., sole agents
for the United

FIGHTERS STANDARD OIL

OUETARY HATTERS ARIZQIIA

AFFECT WOOL

WEDN$PAY SEPTEMBER

OUT TO GET BAD

FIGHT FOR

MET
DISQUIETING

A

EXISTEHCE

'

Rangers and Posse Start on
Trail of Bloodthirsty Band of
FEATURE

FINANCIAL SITUATION

..
!. i
Papagoes.
Buyers are flot Doing Much
(Tucson Citizen.)
Plunging and General Tone of
Not In yeurs has Tucson seen so picthe Market is Inclined to be turesque n sight as the gathering here
today of the Arizona rangers prepara- ;
Quiet,
tory to n
march Into the
;

,

ISO-mi-

le

wildest section of. Arizona Jo capture
Boston. Maw., Sept. 17. Trade has John Johns, thé pa page Indian murinclined to foe qult-tetrie pusi week. derer of Darlano Alverez. The
There la a steady call for if nod staple
have bidden defiance to
good"
wools and
fine clothing wool,
but It is not for large lines, buying t..- authorities and have announced
being limited to manufacturera' ac- that the first white man to enfir the
tual needs. Quite a number of buy- Alo section Jn pursuit of Johns w ill he
ers have been around In the market, killed. Sheriff Pacheco and Captain
but their takings have not been heavy Wheeler of the rangers have picked
though an unusually large number of up á gauntlet which the Indians have
sample bags have gone out, from flung down. At 5 o'clock tomorrow
which come good business is expected, morning a posse of fourteen men
leaves Tucson in pursuit
says the Wool and Cotton Reporter.
of Johns.
Kach man Is mounted and carries
Monetary Situation Not l'leüslnu;.
Monetary conditions are not yet re rme ami a revolver. .Nearly every
garded as entirely satisfactory by n man In the party has at some time
number of the consumers. It is ac- won a "notch for his gun" In juMly
knowledged that the tension is reliev- enforcing the laws of the territory. If
ed, but if the money market would the Indians carry out their threat of
ense up materially consumers admit shooting at whoever comes In pursuit
that there would be a very fair trade of Johns, each man is met by a band
in wool. The feeling is better than of the coolest and bravest fighters in
It was; the trade looks more cheerful
the entire southwest.
r

Pap-India-

-

than at one time, but conservatism

Thl.s

afternoon Captain
Harry
of the Arizona rangers, accompanied by eight of his men, arrived In this city. They will Ik, Joined
by Sheriff Pacheco, and three of his
deputies, and the combined party,
armed to the teeth and prepared for
a long desert trip, v ill leave about 5
o'clock tomorrow morning on horseback for the Pnpago Indian village
known a Kl Cobo, which Is located
l.Kt miles southeast of Tucson.
The
trip will be made by way of Quljotoa
and A Jo.
Some time ago this paper printed
the particulars of the killing of a Mexican nt Kl Cobo by an Indian named
John Johrif. Later Sheriff Pacheco
deputized Tom Childs, Jr., of the Ten
Mile well, to make the arrest. Nothing was heard from Childs for some
time, until August 6th a letter was
received
bv Sheriff
Pnclieco
from
him, In which he stated. "I herewith
return you the warrant sent me. It Is
utterly Impossible for one man to
make the arrest as the Indians are up
In arms, and threaten to kill the first
white man that attempts to travel the
Cobo trail."
When this letter was received from
(
were,
lulils. Sheriff Pacheco
Immediatolv
nt the following communication to
The Inquiry for delaine. though not
large, has been for unmerchantable the board of supervisors:
"Some fifteen days past a murder
and unwashed, as well ns for washed,
and we note one sale of about 40.ooa was committed nt a Pa pa go Indian
pounds of unmerchantable
Kl
at about ranchería calltd
Cobo.
This
33c. Some unwashed Ohio and Penn- ranchcrin Is about twenty miles south
west of the (Junsight mine in this
i :i V, and
sylvania was taken at
about 25, ooo pounds of washed Ohio county. As soon as I was notified of
is reported as having changed hands this murder I took immediate steps
to effect the capture of the murderer.
at 3 2
Ko" fine unwashed clothing there For this purpose I went to Gila Mend,
has been a slight inquiry, but the but hnd to return as I was unable to
iiu.tlm-accomplished is small and get necessary transportation Into the
the same may be said of washed fine Indian country, liefore returning to
Among the sales were about this city, I deputized Tom Childs. Jr..
Ohio.
15,000 pounds of X and XX and above a very reliable man who knows
ut 33 ft 34 I c. Por nice XX Ohio country and Indians well, to go liter
.14 1t2c is the going price.
Strictly X the murderer.
Childs, neconipn:iio:
by some of his neighbors, made ilie
is quotable at 32 It 33c.
.Sales have included both graded M tip, but they were unsuccessful in ac
wools and wools In the original bags coinpllshing their mission for the rea
On. our tiie trails. K tiniiH oeing so.eoo son that the Indians were up In alón
pounds of Montana tine medium In and absolutely refused to give up the
'n le. co dcriminal. Tln-(the Indians
the original bags at I'll
have
100,000 made the threat that inv white per-no- n
clean; also
ing 6
seen traveling over the 'Kl Cobo'
pounds of original Montana staple
running to half blood at 2 6 ii 2"c. trull will be shot down by them.
"In my opinion these Indians must
There were also sold 50,000 pounds of
s
very
light be made to respect the law, otherwise
I'akota
shrinkage wool at 2'.tr In the grease, more serious complications will arise
post being 6:!4tfi3f: 150.000 In the future.
the
For this purpose I
pounds of staple fine and fine medium have made arrangements with Captain
light wool at 25c; also Many Wheeler of the Arizona rang150,000 pounds of fine Idaho clothing ers, to accompany me, together with
at Z'i-- 75,000 pounds of half blood elirht or ten of his men. I will take
costing 67c with me nil available deputies. I deMontana staple at 27
clean, and 2H.U00 pounds of half blood sire your sanction for the expenses InSoda springs wool at 27p, costing 67c curred, which will bo moderate, as no
clean. There was a somewhat better compensation will be paid to any of
Ii
for quarter blood territory,
the posse, simply supplies and inci50,000 dent..!.. Trusting to hear from you at
in the sales In In
pounds .it 26ii 27c, costing fully 5íe once, ns we expect to start on the
iiiixl sales of fine territory 15th Inst., I am, respectfully yours.
cuaii.
H'oured have also been made, com-- f N'abor Pacheco,
sheriff of Pima
i' i i ii er also some Texas,
the wools pounty."
Upon receipt of this message from
ci sliti'; liX h 70c.
the sheriff, the board of supervisors
decided to allow the expenses Incurred
IlcportH Confidence.
Ill adM l
by the posse, and a resolution to this
Hevlew says of the
Pradstreet's
effect was passed by them.
Ilusión market:
This uprising of the Indians brings
There appears to be a feeling of
TepMv Increased confldenee ' In the one back to the early days of the teri
rltory.
the redskins were ou in
market,' more buyers are looking numberswhen
to ambush the lonely travelaround. hiuI there has been a larger er
of the plains. This is the first
amount, of wool actually mild for the
past neck. The financial situation time for a good many years that the
have taken arms In any numseems to have cleared to an extent Indians
ber to resist the laws of the White
which will tiermit of larger operation
bv Die mills, though some of them are Father, and It is the opinion of Sherstill buying only as the wool Is actual' iff Pacheco, us expressed In his com munication to the board of superviskw. v knml
ia
r. n
...I...I
Ikn
them
PPr
some of the largest
l""'they Ikareb" led,", believe
manufacturer. i,r"'fore
,
fr i in
A..utr,.M
...Li... i....
part
of
on
the
lack
the
of
nctlon
the
whenever it ran be obtained. The officers that thev are Invincible and
K.iles of the week have been largely
their depredation- and
In territory wools, with worsted wools can commit
unmolested. To this end the
having the best demand, though cloth- remain
tomorrow-morninging wo')ls have sold fairly well for posse will leave town early
will
not
and
return
the finer grades. Among the sale of they have captured the murderer until
the week was a large lot of Montana put down the threatened uprising and
of
r
wool in the original bags at 25
Indians.
26
'and Idaho Ut 24e. In the orig- the'Every
In the posse goes armed
mnn
inal bags
Idaho fine staple sold nt to the teeth, and ready to fight to
25c, quarter blood territory
at 26c,
effort to maintain law
blood Wy- the last In the
and half and three-eightoming and Idaho at 28 Ii '( 27c. Idaho and order among the half civilized
clothing as moved at 22p, I'tnh Indian.
clothing" at 22
21c. and No. I
To rnjolii Slate Court.
vallev Mvicon at 25c. Hest eight
Ashevllle, N. C. Kept. i Judge
withi
sold
Texas
22'i23r,
of the federal court, wlIII
Prltehard.
or, nary at : fi 21c ".twelve month 'tomormw h,.ar
thl, af,
an
selling. o arrive, at 2 .c. California
,
rra,rHlni .k the
courts froi
wool-- , were very nulet
,
middle cottn- - ((lkl'
,,rom.ht
,hl,
Ktates.
ties seiimg lower ai i v i je r lee ce- - rwov,ry of penalties for violation of
Ilemember) the name Doan's and
re i.r:iree but fine washed delaine ,he pat.senfer rate law, Institute I
sold at 3:ii J.i
for Ohio About rrXm1 the Xorlh Cnrollnn railroad In The Ever Successful, . Always take no othef.
4(1.0(10 pounds Ohio
unmerchantable iAittmHn,.p county. The North Carolina
i
delaine wdd nt 23o. with
corporation of th- Welcome Comedy Drama
,ni1
at
delaine
Jl0J2c. About Ilu.OfiO
which operates It by virtue
pounds ouarter blood fleeces brought lf nr,ety-yea- r
lease. It Is expect d
North Third Street
3lr. with hiilf and
,h(U ,h(J riuestlon- as to whetiier the
J, IHmJers In
blood Ohio and Michigan ut 3d ii $). yrth Carolina fond it an
al
;HI KHIKN, FKtlV IKIONH, GRAIN, II A Y
par"
Imlf blood Ohio at 33
XX Ohlo!f ,n(1 KmMhcrn vstem will be raised
and Fuel Fine1 line of Imported Wlnee, Liquors and Clgara.
at 3.1c and X Ohio at 33c. New Zeii. at tho hearing. It In not unlikely that
Place your orders for
this line with us.
land crossbred". 44s to
were In an effort will be made to abrogate tip
w
fuir demand and Hold nt 414ic, ith i..hm of the North Carolina to the
South AmerleuTt utrter blood at 35c. Southern road. The Alamance court- Is now open, plaintiffs to the suit are represented by
The Australian
and rnuny buyer will attend the sules, j
a Incr. p br"4her of liid"
'
The Ble;at Sydney opened last week. Iong, who recently Impose J (t fine of
DRItlX FILSEIIER
Uo Id per rent $
with prices from 7
on theHouthein In Kaleigii.
I
IT'S THE PLAY THAT EVERYhlghi-than last year. The Mel- In. uiiif rales will open October 8, and
BODY GOES TO SEE.
the other will follow closely. It Is IN A PINCH, USE ALLEN'S
eM llnuted.that the Australian c'lp this
can wear etvwe one
laitK-year will not be more than uo.oo'l else
,
smaller after using Allen's
luilo larger than last year. The New tt msltes
tight or new enoes feel easy,
Hiiiith Wales and Itiverina wools are gives fnstant relief to corns and bunltms
AH Im (irent Original Kcenitt
rot her po-r- , , being heuvy, rlioit mi Itr'e tm rr test comfort
nt the
i
I'mhI HI ver
tender. The Victoria wools are of sr. Curra swollen feet, blisters, callous SIikhIiik Hie Womli-rfu- l
guild quality, though not fil so long end Sore spots. It ts a eertalrt eure for
Ml N he'll.
sweating, lo.t. aching tm.
At all Drugt year.
l
flap If as
Willi
Kteiini IjHuii-Ii- ,
gists and Klioe stores, !t
timi I arcept
any substituí.,
(KM
trial pactum.
IIowImiiiIh, etc.
fit
Telephone 482 niWii
(riling to be Imi ftrm Hmpl
Is Mf
f the
4 asastr
lnifiirr.tl.le? Ka4
few Mirra- con N I'A I), a w Invention, address
I
, .or. l
Prices
mr eJ.
I,
25c, 35c, 50c, 75c.
4
Allen M. Olm.i.cl. I
Hoy. N. T,
?
' i M
(
.
. '
1 '
f. tsiiiíe, if.
i i i,
I I Í 1 . t i is. .
Wheeler,

rule and buyers are not doing any
plunging. There Is some wool selling
all the time. Including stock running
In grade from fine down
to quarter
blood, and It is felt that wool Is in a
strong posit Ion, evidence of which Is
furnished In the opening of the wool
reason.
Ixoklng for Quarter Bloods.
In domestic fleeces the Inquiry has
three-eightbeen principally for quarter,
and half blood unwashed and
delaine wools. A
worsted
spinner I l',klnsr over the market In
quarter bloods as well as three-eightat this writing, and It is possible that
purchases will aggregate a good
hl
total before he leaves the market. We
hear of one sale of about 150,000
pounds of quarter-bloo- d
bright wools
at a little over 300. and some sales
at three-eightand half blood Ohlos
are reported to have
and Michigan
d
been made at ZZ'uZic. A little
Ohio so'd at 33
It Is felt
that quarter bloods will do better
when the needs of the heavyweight
senson set In. and while they have
changed their relative
not as yet
st&tu they are no weaker than they
well-kno-

t'an-.inatlo-

half-bloo-

.'1 1

.

x

;

"

s

st.xi.i:i

--

o'

ltd-70-

1

8,:1 507;

i

i,,,,

rfe-ai- i

;

.

.

Hal-llngts

.

?

.

C'lll-xcii'- m

re-e-

I

)

,
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unw-tshe-

I
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Lost In
New York

three-eighth-

Int-gr-

4,

irh

I

30,-jO-

WNTMOiaireTmaídl

s

Pont-Ken-

dis-wv-

rr

at home preferred.

tf

tel. Sliver avenue.

Experienced lunch coun
Merchants uaie.

WANTED
ter girl.

,U n tHii3

,li.

J

fxr general
K Klrl or wümuh
WANTBl
housework ; cook preferred. 1012 W. Cen-

tral.

general homework;
for
WANTED Olrl
mall family! good wastes. Apply mornings. J. Lee Clarke. 50 West Koma ave-nu- e.

Personal Property Loans

Money to Loan

KOOT-RAM-

Mant-tnr-

.

Is,!

4

pi"?:

t

mn"
1

I

1

On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on

Salaries and Warehouse Receipts, as
low aa 110.00 and an high as S160.00.
wultress at unce; Loans are quickly made and strictly
Firm claa
WANTED
Time: One month to one
wagea $.10 per month, with board and private.
room;
orne at once or wire. Georne Mix, year given., Goods to remain In your
possession. Our rates are reasonable.
Arcade Restaurant, Gallup, N. M.
borrowing.
At the Economist, an experi- Call and see us before
WANTED
enced saleswoman in the millinery de- Steamship tickets to and from all
If parts of the world.
partment.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
At the Economist, an experiWANTED
deIn the millinery
enced saleswoman
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
tf
'
partment.
V A T E OFFICES.
PRI
deIn millinery
A saleswoman
WANTED
OPEN EVENINGS.
-

Centra) Avenue

partment at the Economist
303
West
to
Girl for general housework
WANTED
' assist with children; no cooking nor washHELP WANTED
ing. Apply 1012 W. Central.
Young man
WANTED

Miscellaneous

WANTED

food,

d

eta.

tored afely at reasonable ratea Phoa
The Seoul. ty Warehouse A Improvement Co. Offices In the Grant Block, Third
street and Central avenue.
540.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
ATTOKNKYK,
K. W. D. ARYAN

Attornfif'St- tjtor!
Office In First Nntlonnl Kink RtilMIn.
Albt.riuerque. New Mexico.
'

PHYSICÜANS ANP SCRGEONK.
DR. CHAS. A. FRAN If

Physician ana Surgeon;
Snecial attention
in cun
'
Rectal and Genito-Urlhar- y
diseases!
Hours,
a. m., 5 p. m
8
p. m.
Kooms 4 ana 6,
bldg;

DK. S. Is. BL'HTON

Physician, and Surgeon
Office. 110 S. .Walter street,

Hlgrhland

R. L. HUGT

Male

WANTED

Physician nnii Kiirrnn
Rooms 6 and 8, N. T. Armljo Bulldinrr
Albuquerque, New Mexico,
DRS SHADRACII & TUllr-- Practice Limited ,,
Eye, Ear, Nose Throat
Oculist and Anrlst tnr Runt, i ...w
lines. OfflcS 113
West Central ave.
to iz a.m.: 1:110 to E t.m
xioura:
HOMEOPATlIií.
DRS. URONSON & URONSOW-- .Homeopathic
Physicians and Surgeons.
Over Vann'a drug store. Phone:
Office and residence,
Aim,...
ttt
r
querque, N. M. '
.""
BR. W. M. SHERIDAN
Homeopathic '
Physician and Surgeon.
Occidental Life Building, Albnquer-qu- e.
New Mexico. Telephone 886.

nal.

VKTK1UJJAKY.
WM. UELDEN

as assistant
Apply at Economist,

bookkeeper.

WANTED Boys 14 to 10 years of
four
A comfortably furnished
WANTED
American Lumber Company.
or live roomed house in desirable location.
WANTED Abl ebotlled, unmarried men be
E. M., care Morning Journal.
tween the ages of 21 and SS; citizens of
precolored
Competent cook,
WANTED
United Stntes. of good character and tern
avenue.
809
Tijeras
W.
ferreil.
Derate habits, who can read, speak and
English.
For Information apply to
WANTED
Bear traps, In good condition. write
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central avenue,
Apply at room IS, N. T. Armljo Building. Albuquerque. N. M.
Empty bags at 'Hahn's Coal WANTED Boy, between 14 and 16, at
WANTED
yard.
American Lumber Company.
Lmber teams to haul lumber WANTED stokers at the gas plant. Apply
WANTED
from our mill tn Cochltl Canon o Doat the Gas Plant.
mingo, 22 mil's; good roads and good wa
ter. Address Domingo Lumber Co., Thorn WANTED A certain number of boarders
ton, N. M.
pay your fixed expenses; every one above
pays you a profit; you can
WANTED
Partner In established dressmnk-nl- g that number
keep
right by using the
business; small amount ot capital re-- ', want columnstheof number
the Morning Journal.
I
M,. V. M.. care Morning Journal.
WANTED Position as governess by young
lady, or will take class tn literature, music (piano and siring instruments), elocución, itam-lng- .
physical culturo, etc; best
U22
Address Governess,
Maverick street, Sun Antonio, Texas.

STORAGE
Planoa,

WANTED

.

Stenographer; thoroughly
competent man; one willing to col
lect and solicit. Address C. S., Jour

-

,

.

Veterinary.'
''
Residence 401 S. Edith.
Dwellings
FOR RENT
DENTISTS.
FOR KENT 4 room tent house, completely
FOR SALE
Real Estate
Call at (Sliufflebarger's Furnl DR. J. E. KRAPT- furnished.
Dental Surgeen,
ture Store. !1S W. Gold avenue.
Rooms
house, $25
Barnett Building.
FOR SALE Four-rooA
two roomed house, nearly 744.
RENT
Appointments made by Phons
per month. Dr. Wilson, 417 S. Ar-ti- n FOR
mall
new; call at fAi N. Fifth street.
st.
AKC1ÜÍ E0T8.
Fon. SALE A four or five roomed house, FOR RENT At C16 W. Coal, a 14 room
house; newly remodeled; up to date In all F. W. 8PKNCER
with suable and 'orcjiard.
Address Ouuda-lup- e
Architect.' ' ','
Oavaldon de O'huvez, Hanchos de Atris-co- , respects; rent reasonable; see owner at the
place or call on real estate agents.
Phone C55. 1221 So. Walter Street.
N. M.
'

Phone 405.

2-- S,

m

FOK SALE Three lots, large four room
house, gasoline pumping plant, water In
house, fruit trees; Ideal place for chickens;
(1.700 If sold soon. A. K. Robinson, 1200
Hill street, Phone ir.82.
FOK SALE Two cottugca and four corner
lots, cheap.
Klnster's Cigar Factory.
FOR SALIO 5 room house and lot, also furniture by the piece or lot; cheap, on easy
payments. Inquire 308 Haca avenue.
FOR SALE A five room house, aiso an
eight room house, tatter furnished or unfurnished, both modern; close In; cheap this
week; also two seated carriage, nearly new.
Inquire 623 East Central avenue.

RENT I.arge barn with stalls for
ASSAVEKS.
five norses and plenty of room for vehi
cles: large hay loft and corral. Address J. W. JOSNKS- J. J.. Morning Journal.
Assayer, Mining & MétalIúrglcsJ
FOK RENT
Engineer. '
or three room Houses,
w. V. Fu 609 West Fruit avenue, Postoffice Box
rurnlshed or unfurnished.
trelle f. ()2 South Second street
173, or at office of F. H. Kent. IIS
FOK KENT Four room furnialied house; ull South Third street.
modern conveniences.
Apply 124 K. Edith.
KOK

To

CIVIL ENGINEERS.:
ROSS
PITT
FOR SALE
Miscellaneous
County Surveyor, '
Attorney bufore U. 8. Land ' DepartFOR SALE Hed,
mattress
and ment. Land Scrip for sale. Civil
springs, $15. 306 W. Coal.
glneerlng.
FOK HALE tíentle saddle pony und outfit. Gold Ave., Opposite Morning' Journal

419 H. Hlwh.
cheap.
FOK SALE flood driving horse and buggy.
Scheer and Warllck, 2li E. Central.

LOST AND FOUND

DR. B. M., WILLIAMS

Small black and brown dog;
answers to name of Captain. Re- FOK HALE 100 White leghorn chickens,
Duston strain; bred to lay. William Wcs-cturn to 2Ü0 N. Seventh St., or teleCity; or. rail at, ranch one block south
'
.
phone. 691.' Reward.
of American Lumber Company plant.
FOUND
Sterling bicycle at railroad
SALE Very nice new rag carpet; new
crossing In liarelas; color green; FOR
gas range; single buggy and harness. Mrs.
wheel in good condition. Owner can John t'laik, 4 9 Hunlng avenue.
e,
obtain same by applying to T. A.
hALE Ranches from 4 to fill acres
Justice of the peace, 1323 IJarelas roll
each, all under main Irrigation ditch; KOOMS
road.
near city. Albuquerque Land Co., Room 9,
LOST

(Ju-rul-

Igh graihTVU-toSTOLKN
wheel; reward
if returned to 41 8. Fifth street.
.iilaliTgold" ri"ñg
LOST In the Highlandswith ".I. to A..
engraved In It.
to
Return
this office and receive reward.
LOST Rnddlo bags and contents; returnto
Hoberts' Wagon Yard and receive reward,
20o X. Itroudwuy.

OVIt

N

ATIONAL DANfiKlt

Time to Cry

'

n

.

Halt liefore a Vnnie
Comes.

DENTI8T

&35

Cromwell building.
tf
MW SALE Cheap, If suld at once, well
Improved
ranch. Tall on or ad- dress Mrs. Ida Notley, Old Albuquerque.
FOR SALE We have some good cows for
sale. Albers Brothers.
FOR SALE Bull terrier pups, bred from
the best Pitt stock l.i America.
P. H.
casey, jiox 18J, Las Cruces, N. M.
FOK SALE A good top buggy for sale
cheap.
N. W. Alger,
124 South Walter

BtyLDINO

"Successors to Mellnl ft Eskln
end Bechechl A Oloml
WHOLESALE
DEALERS IN

t(
Aermotor windmills,
tanks
ana substructure. Wulkiug A Bon, 707
worm Kigntn street, phone 148:.
tf

FOR

MAjtN gr.fr

21-2-

1

HORNING JOURNAL WANT ADS
BRING RKHULT8 ,,,

street.

SALE

WIHES, LIQUORS & CIGARS
The business spirit Is crushing out
We handle everything In our line.
the sweeter element of home life. We
Write for Illustrated Catalogue and
are In danger of a great commercial
to dealers only.
decline, because men, ns a whole, FOn RENT Three furnished rooms Price List, issued
Telephone MS
think only of getting wealth.
Tor housekeeping.
417 S. Amo, Dr, COWVKR FIRST BT. TVD COPFtrCR AVB
There are thousands, both men and Wilson.
women.' who do not take time to eattl FOR RENT
Furnished rooms; a fur
properly. They rush through life,
nished
and
and as a result we have an age of In- ranch
BARGAINS
good
with
house. Apply 104
,
digestion, nervousness.
Irritability, E. Coal ave.
sleepless nights, and morose disposi. IN REAL ESTATE
tion. There Is not much difference FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
rooms for light housekeeping. 629 S.
tlOOO 4 room frame, city water, near
between downright suicide and the
shops-6- 0
Walter.
way some people disregard unmistakft. lot.
llofiO I room, new frame, corner lot.
FOR KENT Two unfurnished rooms, bath
able signs of stomach trouble.
Highlands, good nuthullilln-cs51
8. High street.
With the irreat advance In the
Ilzuu a room brick, cellar, good barn,
knowledge of digestion and nutrition, FOR RENT Two luige pleasant rooms;
near
car line.
bath, electric light, phone; breakfast If deresulting In the discovery of
4 room frame, north 8th atreet,
11200
tablets, there Is no longer any excuse sired. Mrs. John Clark. 40 Hunlng avenue.
r.0 ft. lot, city water.
for one to have til health from stom- FOK RENT
4 room
I13D0
Furnished rooms; pleasant
cement finish adobe,
piace; no sick. 42 N. Sixth.
ach weakness.
barna. shade, on car line.
.
..
4
$1650
room
strengthens the walls of FOR KENT Two furnished rooms suitable
frame, bath; electrlo lights.
Hlglilanils.
rur
the ctomnch, stimulates secretion of
Housekeeping,
Address 413 N. Sixth
room frame, Highlands, close
$loo4
he digestive Juices, regulutcs the liv- Full KENT Two furnished rooms; light!
In. cement walks.
er and restores muscular contraction
heat, bath: no Invalida tnkn
u
5 room brick, bath, cellar, barns,
$2250
to the Intestines and bowels,
so no Third street.
B. Kdlth street.'
INSIliB PAUES.. f., ....O
laxative Is needed.
í room modern adobe, lot HO
$2500
Sick headache,
palpitation, bnd FORluÍN'IwVUfrnlshé
122, shade and fruit trees, fourth
bath, at th rccfanfi.i r.ir- - (ooi.iin.
taste In the mouth, yellow skin, Irri,
ward.
i,
$3150
tability, coated tongue and melan- corner Central and Itroadway. No Invalids!
room, two story frame, modHi.
ur.
JJ.
Autiress
ern,
Wilson.
.
near park.
choly are a few of the many distress$3600
KOOMSH)Hr KENT A few nicely furnished
I room modern bungalow,
ing results of Indigestion.
good
lot 76x14,3..
rooms with use ot bath, by the week oi
never falls to dispel all these trou$451)07
room, 2 story residence.
No Invalids taken.
Hotel Craige,
hot
bles.
It Is a scientific preparation month.
water heat, corner lot, W. Tijeras.
v
guaranteed under the Pure Food a w silver Ave.
$4750
1J room brick rooming
In

JORNTRooms
tent-hous-

e,

re

.

Ml-o--

Mi-o--

Ml-o--

FOR RENT Neatly furnished
rooms St
by No. 1418.
very low prices. The La. Vets Rooming
The J. H. O'RIelly Co. sells
nouse,
avenue.
west
Mrs, J
Lesa
In
boxes, and guarantees to Fleming.
tf
refund the money If the remedy does
FOR RENT Modern rooms sad board,
not give complete satisfaction.
per montn. Mrs. Kva u Craig,
10!
South Second street, upstairs.
Ml-o--

60-ce- nt

in

li

house.
good residence location.
room modern residence, ffjie
location, near park.
Koine good bnnlnrwe prnpertlee ead

$650011

for sale.

ram-h-

A. FLEISCHER
Real Estate, Insurance, Surety Bonds, Loans.
,

Just received a shipment of

AUTISTIC PKTITHK Fit AMINO,
ItKASONAIU.K 1'ltlCKS. KHOWI'M,
& KKM.MKIl STUDIO, 313 2
AVE.
4JKN-TK-

FINE SALT MACKEREL

Large

.. ....

.....25c
...:.25c

Medium, 2 for

Champion Grocery
6.'2-'- 4

W. Tijeras

BOTTLED

Ave.,

Phone

Bl.

BEER

IF VOn I.1VK IN A SMAI.I, TOWW AND
FIN
IT II A Kit TO ÍKT WHAT YOU
WANT IV FANCY OK KTAI'I.K 4'KOCKK- IKM, WRITK I H. WK II A V K NKAKLY
CO.
F. Q. IK ATT

Will

Stop at Your House.

212

S.

Second, phone, B74.

GROSS, KELLY & COMPANY
Wholesale Merchants
Wool, Illiltw muí FeJt
.

a

Zwieback
MADE BY THE COLORADO
SANITARIUM CO.

Shipment of

Fresh Goods
Just In.

Albuquerque Cash Grocery

I'trm-flitt-

.

-

Ut-ttt--

i

n'miwn

ii.w""i

Muuwm

I

oñellv-in- g
Craige Ho-

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Go.

;

IOOT-FAH-

Toti & Gradi

mpi
i

Y

Female

HELP WANTED

Koster-MIIbur-

,r

st-.t-

ii

JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

0,

three-eighth-

in

Company,

Hemar H. Ward,

313 W.

Marbt-t-Pho-

n

Manager

206

KiMx-Ialty-

,

1

,

SANTA FE TIME TABLE.

ó

IN.

V
-

l
-

.

,

(Effective June 11th.) '
Prom the Ks.t
ArMe. Depart
No. I, Routhern Cal. Kip.,.., 7:4 p 1:10 p
No. I. California
Limited ..'..ItSOp 1:00 p
No. 7. North. Cal. Fast U.ll
in r.c
No. . E1 P. A Mux City Kip .Il:4t p 11:10 a
rums uii rt et
a sa.
No. I. Chlca-iFast Mall
No. 4, Chicago Limited ...... t Id M 1:1 p
No. I. Chi. A Kan, City Sip., 1:40 p T I P
'
From the Knulh
No. 10, Chi.. iKMi. a K.CI1 I ,!0 a T:0 p
no. 10 connects at Lamr with branch trait
ror renta r and et-at all local polnte la

..ii.

p

tvew Mn-- t

Vi 1'.. ..4

A

tent.

THE ALBUQUERQUE. MORNING. JOURNAL.

f

it'.
IF

F FOR

'

OBI

V.
Baking i?owdeel

Will Study Trees Suited

to
of
Climate
Territories and the
:

05 WEST CENTRAL

204
w.GoId

Healthy kidneys niter the impurltlei from
the blood, and unless they do this good
Kidney Cure
Foley'
la lmposalble.
health
5
makei aound kidneys and will positively cure
Dairy Congress at Hague.
all forma of kidney and bladder disease. It
strengthens the whole system. J. H. O'RIelly
The Hague, Sept. 17. All Euro-- j Vn.
'

pean nations and the United States
and Canada are represented at the
third international dairy and agricultural congress, which convened today.
The congress is similar in its scope to
former sessions held at Brussels and
Paris in 1903 and 1905, and Includes
three sections, dealing with legislation,
hygiene and industry.
An International agricultural exposition Is being
held in connection with the congress,
the exhibits Including dairy products,
cattle, horses, hogs, sheep, goats, poultry and other agricultural,
fisheries
and forestry displays.

ten-sta-

ADVANCE

SALE

'

i

?

J

tj

KITCHEN UTENSILS,

CUTLERY,

!

;

HARNESS AND SADDLES,
'' '
AMMUNITION.

BIGGEST

BLANKETS

STOCK

203

- A

West

RAILROAD MAN TO WEI)
MISS LITTRELL OF RATOX
The wedding- of Miss Ollie, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Marlon Littrell of
Ráton, to Charles Stevenson of Las
Vegas, Is announced, and will be solemnized on the 24th of next month,
savs the Springer Stockman. The
bride to be is one of Colfax county's
very popular young ladies, and Mr.
Stevenson, or Charlie, as we all know
and call him. a well known and pop
lar Santa Fe passenger conductoru who
has traveled over the
Vegns and La
highway between
Junta for some years.
steei-raiie-

Handed It to Ryroe.
J. J. Byrne, assistant passenger traf-fi- e
mnnairer of the Santa Fe. was trav
eling over his line the other day to
Baktrsfleld, says tne san f rancisco
Call, and as Byrne has a frank, kind,
mtnn countenance, also a winning
mile, he captured the heart of the
conductor.
"This Is a fine country," remarked
Via nndnctor.
No finer in the world," replied
Byrne.
"ThiM would be a ereat many
more people coming Into the valley If
railroads treated mem a uiue uei-- t
the
e,
' vnlnntuprpH the conductor.
''How so?" asked the usslstant pas
senger traffic manager.
"Well, look at this blamed time
card," and the conductor unfolded
one. "You see, It Is made up Just to
nult'the Southern Pacific. Why. man,
a person can't, with this time card, go
from Vlsalla to Bakersfleld In one
day. Ain't that working In the interest of the Southern Pacific?"
"Well, what would you suggest?
Inquired Byrne.
I d fire
. "Well. If I had my way,
I'yrne and every nuin Jack that had
the making of this time card." was
the uncompromising rejoinder.

RAILROAD NOTES.
Key, chief engineer on the
was In the city yesterday.

The largest importation of live
stock ever to come through the port
of Kl Paso from Mexico in one season will pass through the latter part
of the present month. It Is the biggest shipment of live stock ever Sent
out of Mexico by one man. The Importation amounts to 55.000 head of
cattle and sheep, for which $43f,ono

Sale 100 Pair 11x4

Child's golf yacht cap, in all wool
Venetian cloth, full 4 crown, with
soutache braid, patent leather peak
and strap, bound with soutache
braid to match, Colors, blue, cardinal and royal, each
35c
Child's Norfolk yacht cap, made
of all wool flannel, three raised
seams with strap across crown,
in
fancy glazed peak and strap
front to match, Colors, red, blue
and brown, each
35c
Child's King? Edward cap, made
4
crown,
of fine wool flannel,
double stitched raised seams, with
large button on top, glazed peaK
with band to match, Colors, red,
blue and brown; each
35c
8--

S5.00
A PAIR

o,

S7.50

S Second

j

S'peciuS

Thu

Week- -

Only
Decorated

Fancy
in six

about 7

Opal

heavily

inches,

-4

gold

Plaques
diameter

opal;

styles, all

bossed

em-

decorated

bronzed,

open work and beaded edges; fan-

BOYS' CAPS.

Boys' Norfolk Tarn O'Shanter
caps, made of fine suitings, assorted stripe, check, etp, Strap across
crown, each
25c
Boy's golf yacht cap, made of
fine navy blue serge, peak to match,
'
35c
each
of all
Boys' golf yacht capr-madwool suiting,
4
crown, double
stitched seams, new covered visor
to match, black silk braid strap on
front, assorted grav colors, each,..

cy hand painted floral, landscape
and figure decorations in bright

Plaques

like

sold for less

60c

at-

'

'

tractive colors,

'these are .seldom

than 25c; the price we

place on them this week

8--

i.

.
WORTH

W. Central Ave:

117

8--

Child's school apron, made of
fine white lawn, with bib of wide
embroidery, hemstitched, straps of
lawn and hemstitched to match bib,
Sizes 2 to 12 years, each
30c

Í almost

Come .early to

giving them away,

Special price for

get first choice,

this week only, each

1

0c

BOATRIGHT, Phone
1013.

ld

four-year-o- ld

laid down In Kl Paso.
At $4 per head. Colonel Hunt will
pay the El Paso custom house 184,-00- 0
on the cattle, while the sheep at

cents ,ier head call for duties tooling up $25,500, making a grand total
of $109,500 that t'ncle Sam will pockIt pays the enet on the transaction.
tire operating expenses of the El Paso
custom house for two years.
The 34,000 head of sheep for South
Park are fine grade Merino sheep, in
snlendld condition and unshorn. They
therefore carry considerable value In.
75

wool.

See Window Display
tm

FURNITURE,
DRAPERIES

'

CARPETS

AND

BED-DIN-

1

n

HAVE ARRIVED.

G.

308-31- 0

W. Central Ave.

mm

CELEBRATED

THE

MORE THAN OTHER

DÍ1 sfhl

An-elc- 's,

Our Fall Styles In Men's Clothing

Albert Faber

AIMZOW MAX TAKES GUOMV
VIEW OF CAITI.E Ol'TIOK
F.
J.
Foreman
Roundhouse
Oeneral
In view of the generul reports reWhltford has returned to Albuquerque ceived In the city from various por- Arthur E. Valker
from a trip to Topeka.
tions of the territory and Sonora In
Scretary Mutual
Fire Insurance.
regard to the condition of the ranges
I'hone 65.
Mrs. W. Cn.lne, wife of tne carpen- -' the statements of Frank 11. Moson, rttilldlnit AwHoclatlon.
hus
ter foreman at the tocar shops,
manager of the flreene Cattle fUH west leninu tmu.
general
friends.
visit
City
gone to Kansas
company, to a representative of the
' Conductor J. E. Watson, of San Itevlew last evening would Indlcute
beur such a roMarcial, and Mrs. Watson were in Al- -' that matter In dothenotcattle
line as one
hue
buquerque yesterday on their way seate
might have been led to believe, says
.east for visit.
.
Moson seems to
the Ulsbee Review.
be pessimistic In regard to the genpas..I, A special train of deadheadedyester-r1erul situation.
"'
senger equipment arrived here
not a cattla
Without doubt thers
nt 1:20 o'cliwk from Los
man-Ithe soutowest better acquaint' '
ed wtth ail of the details of the cuttle
at business than Moson, who, although
Kred Perkins, tlnshop foreman
very young man, has practically
spare
Our .Watermelons are alth loi'Hl, shops, is devotingonhisan Im- aspent 11 of his life In this section of
work
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Children's French dress, made of
high grade plain colored material,
in red, pink and blue, yoke trimmed
front and back with fancy silk insertion, and ruffles trimrued with
fancy silk braid; everything to
match, and fast colors, sizes 2 to 5
years, each
75c

e

AT

was ;ald.
Colonel Charles F. Hunt, the well
known cuttle dealer, formerly of Albuquerque, will ship through El 1'iiko
during the next thirty days 34.000
lambs and 21,000 head of steers and
yearlings, all from the ranch of Luis
Terrazas. Colonel Hunt bougllt the

shipment for Colorado parties and the
cattle for South Park pasture, Colo-dand for the Kansas City and California markets.
The first consignment of sheep
5,000 head will reach Kl Paso Monday. The rest of the herd will follow
In 5,000 and 7,000 lots as fast as the
railroads can handle them.
Twenty-fiv- e
hundred head of
steers will go to Arizona ant
steers,
18,000 head' of
fat and ready for market, will be divided between Kansas City and California, while the remaining 500 head
of cows will so to South Park, Colo.
The deal for this immense bunch of
live stock wa made by Colonel Hunt
a week ago, and the purchase price
has been paid.' The price paid for the
steers and cows was $16 gold per
head, while the sheep cost $3 a head

CHILDREN'S CAPS.

Child's yoke apron, made of fine
white lawn, ruffled banding over
shoulders and across yoke, Sizes
2 to 10 years, each
30c

Color

BLUE FRONT.

CHILDREN'S DRESSES.

CHILDREN'S WHITE APRONS.

White, Grey and Tan

WILLIAMS DR.UG CO

RACK

IA

in

Blankets,

Avenue

Central

Child's fancy plaid dress, with
cashmere cape and stock collar in
sailor effect trimmed with silk braid
finished in bow; all lined, Sizes 6
to 12 years, each
$1.25

We have placed on

Wool

Whenever you want your Preacrltlona filled promptly and accurately om
Hurry
If you want DRUGS and MEDICINES acnt up to your house In

DRUGGIST

AVE.

Child's Suspender Dress, made
of high grade solid colored material,
red, pink and blue, suspenders
trimmed with, fine quality of embroidery and white pique; fast colors, Sizes 2 to 5 years, each ,75c
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,USE 14,000 BARRELS OF
CEMENT AT SAN HERXARWVO
One idea that will give something
of a hint of the magnitude of the
Oil RECORD
Santa Fe Improvements that are to be
carried out in San Bernar'lino In the
coming months, was the placing of
an order last week through the genoffice for 14,000
eral storekeeper's
barrels of cement to be used In tho COLONEL HUNT SMASHES
improvements there. The entire order
MARK AT EL PASO PORT
must be delivered In San Bernardino
1.
t npt later than February
... ... For some weeks past the Santa Fe
has ,been receiving large shipments of
"
cement in San Bernardino, there be- Duties Alone on the Deal Will
ing several thousand barrels now on
Operate Custom House For
the ground for the commencement of
work which will be un4hconcret
'
Two Years to Come,
ir der way within the ntvmth.

cut-of- f,

i

ENAMELED WARE,

.

'''

V.

r

Bet.

THE PRESCRIPTION

the weeds dry up, and then the
ground will be bare.
"I do not like to take a pessimistic
view of the situation, but when one is
confronted with facts I do not think
try
there Is any use In endeavoring to opand believe something directly
posed to what the facts Indicate.'
Moson, accompanied by Mrs. Moson,
will leave this morning for his headquarters In Cananea.

Southwestern Veterans.
Arkansas City, Kas., Sept. 17. Vet
erans of Kansas, Oklahoma, Colorado
and other states are here today in
lurge numbers, attracted by the Inviting program arranged for the Southwestern Soldiers' Reunion association's
twenty-secon- d
annual encampment.
Several speakers of national reputation will address the old soldiers and
the encampment, which will last four
days, promises to be the most noteworthy gathering of union veterans
ever held In the southwest.

SHOP CONSTUrCTIOV AT
' TUCVMCAKl
COMPLETE
All the carpenter work on the new
El Paso and Southwestern round
' house and shops
at Tucumcarl except
putting lit the windows and finishing
touches s done, and the carpenters
..will move to Duran where Contractor
' .',"S.
E. Pelphrey will begin the erection
ll
a
round house at that
'of
place. The round house will be ready
for use In a few days. The water
system has all the pipes to supply the
company with water, air and steam,
and the turntable was installed Thursday and rails laid In fifteen of th
stalls. The construction work on the
shops Is going on In a hurry and iho
machinery and fixtures are coming
along every day or two. A concrete
foundation and b,ase has been laid for
a new stand pipe or water tank. The
feet high and
stand pipe Is forty-oii- e
twenty-seve- n
feet in diameter. Another month will see the shop and
roundhouse force at work and several
hundred men will be employed.

J.

4

STOVES AND RANGES,

F. J. HOUSTON COMPANY

"

-

j

Hardware and Ranch Supplies

We give yoo a WRITTEN
GUARANTEE with every pen. We
have them in all sizes and all
prices.

Malíes Ike perfect biscuit, cake end bread.

.

'

j

1

Curve

.

'

;

V

N.

115-11- 7

Parker

found Dr. Price's Baking Powder a guaran-te- e
of light, sweet, pure and wholesome food.'

:
E. O. Faulkner, manager of the tie
and timber department of the San'.a
,
Fe railroad, sailed from San Francisco
for the orient and Australia
, Saturday
Von a hunt for suitable varieties of
trees to be grown by the Santa Fe
for tie and timber purposes. His
mission is similar to that of F. JP.
Hosp, horticulturalist
for the road,
ho recently visited Europe and nor- them Africa.
Mr. Faulkner will make a special
study of the eucalyptus In Us native
:
..land,. Australia, and expects to secure
'
new varieties that will be of
t several
value In various sections of this country, especially .In the southern states,
where the company expects to engage
Intimber
growing as wel las in
southern California. He wll also visit
Hawaii, Japan, and other countries,
returning by way of the Suez canal,
circumnavigating the globe on the
trip.' stopping a short time in Eng,
land.

;
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(For half a century American housewives have
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Tliat writes smooth and easy and
don't leak nor soil your Augers,
buy a

(ÜHEAM

Santa Fe Tie and Timber Chief

"Coast.

YOU

Fountain
Pen
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STICK TO IT THAT YOU
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THERE ARE NONE "JUST AS GOOD."

$15,
LEARN ABOUT BOYS'

STEIN BL0CH MAKE, COSTING NO

IT
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25

INSIST ON SEEING THE

SAM PECK GUARANTEED BRAND OF BOYS' SUITS AND OVERCOATS

$3.50, $5.00 and $6.00
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.
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Now Unit the money for fhe

iur-ihan-

e

assured, and the
of the site
hunoMe,! dollar
sum of seventy-fiv- e
impropriated by the legislature toward
I

the erection of the building

I

avail-

able, no time HhoulJ be lost In getting
the armory enteral Ise at onre under
way.

The town need that building, and
needs It Very mueh, not only for the
proper u.eommoilatlon of our excellent and deserving mllltla company,
but for the general convenience of the
entire public. In the way of having a
suitable plate provided for the purpose of holding public meeting of
citizens, for the consideration of
ter of general public concern. A we
pre situated" at present, we have practically no uch place at all. The next
annual meeting of the national Irrigation congruos, to be held In just about
one year from this time, Is to be nt
Albuquerque, ami It becomes absolutely necessary for us to have large
ball, such as thl armory building will
provide. In order to accommodate the
number who will be In attendance.
This feature, alone, should cause
every citizen of AlbuUero,ue to feel
a deep personal Interest In the armory
matter, for It must be remembered
that the Irrigation congress I no
email affair; It I a national organisation, and II meeting here will draw
to' the town not less than two thou-an- d
people, and probably a good many
more than that: they will come from
every quarter of the country, and to
afford proper room for the meetings
of the congress, and the transaction of
its business, we will need a hall fully
twice as large as any we have In the
town at the present time. If we do
not get this building ready we will
have to make some sort of temporary
accommodations for the congress, or
let It go somewhere else. To take the
latter course would be very humiliating to every citizen of the place, and
would give Ihe tow n a "black eye," for
lack of enterprise, and If we allow Ihe
matter to drag along till It Is too late
to get the armory done, and we have
to provide some sort of make-shif- t
(juarters for the meeting, It will make
it necessary for us to put up a goodly
um of money for something that will
be of no credit to us In the end
whereas, In the case of the armory,
the mailer of paying the bills Is already provided for Ihe money to buy
been raised, and the terthe site h
ritory pay for the house.
This I a matter of more than ordinary Importance, because a room of
thl sort that could be used 'when deal red as a convention hall. Is some-thin- g
that the town actually needs,
and we are never again likely to huve
a good an opportunity an thl to get
su h a place without any expense to
ourselves. And In addition to that, It
mean the erection of a building that
will be a credit to the town. Thus
done all the
far Major Ituppe ha
hustling" himself, but now that he
o far advanced thut
ha got thing
the success of the enterprise I a- ured, the public ought to lend a hand
In pushing It through, o a t.i be ure
of having the hall ready for use by
the time It will be needed by the Initiation congress.

Tin: OHIO MTTATiOV
The evening before he sailed for
the far east. Secretary Taft was Interviewed at Keattle In regard to the political situation In Ohio, and touching
the question of the Cleveland mayor-allcontest, which I attracting national attention, lie s.ild:
'There fan be no doubt that Mr.
llurton'i election I of real Importance
to the city and the Mate of Ohio. Thi
rontlnuance of a utrongly Intrenched
In the largeat
adverse organisation
illy In one of the leading state of
the union should be prevented. It I
of the highest Importance to the state
organization, and certainly the republican party at large cannot help but
view the altuatlon with concern.
'ila the Indorsement of Representative Burton's candidacy any relation
to the election of a miccesaor to I'nlted
states Senator Foraker?
"Oh, no: It does not relate to that
at nil."
Commenting upon the foregoing
one of
the Washington Star, which
the ablet republican paper of the
country, take direct Issue with the
necretary, and says:
This contest ha been brought to Ih
atliatlun of he republban patty at
y

1

town, but that waa all. There waa
no general concern about the situation
until It was announced that Mr. Burton, at the request of Mr. Roosevelt
and Judge Taft, would accept the republican nomination for mayor In opposition to Mr. Johnson. Then, of
course, the country sat up and took
notice. It waa a new thing for a national adminlHtratlon to dabble so
openly In the affairs of a municipality.
In thl way only ha the Cleveland
situation become ' t Interval to the republican party at large.
' Hut what say the people of Cleveland? " How do they relish the Idea of
having their local Interes: entangled
lit this way with national affairs? The
real question for them, one should
Is the proper conduct of the city's affairs. Have, or have not, Mr. John-ton'- s
been of
three administrations
profit to the people? Why drag In
when that question Is uppermost the
question of Judge Taft's presidential
candidacy, and seek to secure delegates for him by manipulating that
portion of Ohio of which Cleveland Is
the metropolis? This la the proposition, and Mr. Johnson, who, though o
faddist, Is a clever politician, will not
be slow when he takes the stump
about emphasizing It.
Judge Taft says that Mr. Foraker
and the senatorshl:i are not Involved.
That may be appraised as a diplomatic
A safer assertion in that
utterance.
the fight on Mr. Foraker explain It
ail. Every administration rill In the
state must be made to turn an
wheel. Mr. Foraker. if possible, Is to be eliminated from the republican leadership of the state. Al!
of the Taft people, with Mr. Hurton
at their head,. are opposed to him, and
we may all be sure that If Mr. I'ur-to- n
is elected mayor of Cleveland he
will use the political power such success will bring him for the benefit of
the two men, Mr, Roosevelt and Secretary Taft, to whom most of all, If
not exclusively, he will owe his triumph.

antl-Forak- er

the suggestion that' they prepare for
a bad winter by putting in a good
supply of coat.
The general business of the country
did not suffer any Injury from the
storm on Wall street, and now the
stock market la getting back to normal not very rapidly, but steadily.
While the council Is regulating the
automobiles It should not overlook
All the autos In
the motor-cycletown, by their combined efforts, could
not disturb the public peace as much
as one of those horrible things.
s.

The decision In Pennsylvania that a
railway may earn dividends amounting to at least a legal rate of Interest
to the possibility of
colls attention
further complication because of the
extent to which legal rates of Interest
vary In different states.
The price of copper shows no sign
is the
of rallying.
cause of the trouble, hut with so many
of the hlg mines shut down, and the
growing use of the metal all over the
world, the demand will not be long In
catching up with the supply.
Over-producti-

Now they say the big ship didn't do
her best on her first trip across. The
captain had been ordered to keep her
down to five days, and he didn't miss
As soon as the men
It by an hour.

get acquainted with her and her peculiarities, she is going to show the
world what she can do.
Under the new law, every county in
New Mexico now has a chance to have
good roads and if there Is any one
thing that New Mexico needs more
than anything else It Is a few good
wagon roads. To have good roads leading out of Albuquerque to the various
settlements on all sides .of the place,
would be worlh almost as much to the
That
as another railroad.
town
would give us a chunce to grow, and
would very soon transform this section
of the Rio Orande valley Into a garden.

In the construction of reservoir embankments In India the British enfor the roller,
gineers substituted
Is coinmonl employed In Engwhich
Hit J ri;ilTI(; VKSSEI.H.
land as well as In this country, flocks
of goats, which were driven continuIt Is said that the navy department will ask congress to make ap- ously back and forth across the earth
propriation for building two or per- as It was placed In thin layers by
haps four battleships of twenty thou- workmen, who Drougni u mere io
sand tons each. These, If built, wil! baskets; and It Is probable that the
vessels ever compacting effected by the small
be the largest fighting
constructed. Of course, If we are go- hoofs of the goats Is more thorough
ing Into the race for naval supremacy, than that which would result from a
we can with comparative ease be first. grooved roller.
We have the money to do whatever
muy be needed, but this does not
mean that we have a dollar to waste.
As matters stand, our Atlantic coast
Is farther from the Philippines
than
any European power Is from Its most
distant colony. We are further than
any nation of Europe from the Phil- TIME TO CHOOSE BETWEEN
PROSPERITY AND POLITICS"
ippines, and those who support the
(Phoenix, Ariz., Republican.)
"strongest-navy- "
Idea Justify their
Tha remarks of Colonel Epes Ran
position by the assertion that we must dolph
In a lato interview printed by
maintain a strong fighting force In the Los Angeles Times conveys to the
both oceans. This argument loses Its people of southern California a hint
that they must take their choice beforce somewhut when we remember tween
the politicians and prosperity.
now
battleships
for
contracted
thut
This Is a hint which Is being slowly
cannot be teady for use In less than extended throughout the nation.
A gradual cessation of railroad ex
three or four years, and In three or tension
is taking place throughout the
four year conditions may be com- country In consequence of radical repletely changed. It Is barely possible, strictive legislation, the pace for
was set by the federal governbut not prohable, that by that time which
ment. That In the beginning there
the Panama canal will have been were abuses by some of the rullroails
completed; and It might therefore be that needed regulating there can be
possible to transfer our navy In a very no denial. It was the Just complaint
against
abuses that gave the
short time from one ocean to another. politiciansthesetheir
cue. The obuses
Thus we would tie nearer than any were much less numerous and much
great nation except Japan to the Phil less frequent than they were supposed
to be, but It became the fashion to
ippines, and the necessity for a gigan- curse
the railroads und the politician
tic navy would have passed away. So awoke to his opportunity.
He has made the most of It for n
we see that this large appropriation Is
result that a constricto be asked to provide for conditions time withsettho
In upon the country, the
tion has
that might puss away within three or period of tightness of which will defour years after the vessels could be pend largely upon the time when voters will decline to follow demagogues,
available.
high and low, any further. We do not
think the time will be long. There
HOME M'KillltORI.Y ADVICE.
are already signs of returning sanity.
the railroads have been hamOur Denver neighbor, the Repub- While
pered and discouraged, the masses Inlican, offer New Mexico a little stead of having been furnished relief
friendly advice which New Mexico are being made to feel the necessity
would be willing to accept and act of a restoration of good relutions between themselves and the roads.
upon If it would do any good.
Our
Randolph points out that
Colonel
that tho earning power of the roads hns
Colorado contemporary tell u
our attempt to secure the admission not been seriously lessened by all thl.s
it has had the
fool legislation, but
of New Mexico to statehood, alone, effect of discreditingthat
the roads among
will be (hue and labor wasted, und Investors and so preventing n develtherefore we should cling to Jointure opment of their plans and a developof their territory.
clinging ment
Rut, may we Inquire, how
It I this condition which has been
to Jointure going to help the matter? brought about upon which some of tho
We clung to that a year ago till we more pessimistic prophets base their
predictions of hard times. No doubt
went into the ditch and, Indeed, If
to exist there
It was permitted
would cling to It with Just as tight a would be an acute development of the
grip now us before if It should hold constriction Into en actual and wastout to u any hope of success, t but ing depression. Hut ns we have said
the remedy lies with the people and
since we have learned from experience we believe they will shortly apply It.
thut nothing can come from It, what
Most panics with which this conn-tr- y
has been afflicted have been unvalid objection can there be to making
unavoidable and irremediaan effort for the other sort? We are foreseen,
ble. Like some cases of fever, they
present
our
effort
at least safe, for
had to "run their course." The prescannot result In les than nothing. ent I a different kind of fever. A
which will throw out the polPersonally, the Morning Journal is purging
There Is of
iticians will allay it.
willing to cling, with the greatest course the danger that It may become
tenacity, to any sort of statehood that chronic by neglect.
Against the warnings of business
offers a reasonable prospect of uc- men
Colonel Randolph and many
een, and Just now whatever prospect other likewho
have complained of too
there I seem to be on the aide of the much politics we have the assurances
themselves
of the politicians
that
single variety.
there can be no danger of a panic.
point to the bounding crops of
For the next week the day and They country
and Its noisy factories.
night will be about of equal length, the
But we have seen In other times facall over the world.
tories become silent within six months
and when on? cornea to think of It,
Last week thirty engineer, firemen while crops make good times better,
they have always been powerless to
and brakemen on the Reading were avert
hard times.
suspended for drinking Intoxicant
but
were good In 1893-Crop
while on duty.
there was no demand for them; there
was no money to pay for them. Or
The man or woman with freak rather, there was an abundance of
Idea about marriage come In for a money but It was hidden In the financave Into which the politicians
great deal of criticism, but always cial
are again frightening It.
an
to
find
audience.
munagei
WANTS AIll7.ON.VH DELEtJATIOV
TO GO WITHOIT INSTUl CTIOXS
The vocabularies of soma of those
(Tucson Htar.)
men should be
Mississippi steamboat
To aceompllh the most good for
overhauled, leal the president, on hi Arizona In the two national conventravel, discover mora need of reform. tion next year, Arizona' delegates- -d
tMith Democratic
and Republican-shoulgo unlnstructed.
A cable'-laylnsteamship ha Just
Arizona' InIn the next national convention
left London having on board nearly terest
I
centered around the policy and
fourteen hundred mile of submarine declaration of both political parties
wire for connecting New York and on the statehood question. There I
every reason to believe that tha DemHavana by telegraph direct.
ocrats will bis In adopt the plunk
According to report
made by In their platform of 104 declaring for
separate and Independent stntenood
agruia of the railroad, consumera In for the remaining territories. Tha U
tha northwest ar not giving heed to tima tha Republican party gave ex- -

SonneCurreint
Comment

I

MORNING

pression towards statehood for the territories was in 1800. This declaration favored the separate admission of
Arizona and New Mexico as independent states and this remained the policy of the party until President Roosevelt and Senator Beveridge conceived
At
the scheme of Joint statehood.
the last Republican national convendeleRepublican
Chicago
in
tion
the
gate from Arizona succeeded in keeping out of the platform a Joint statehood plank, although It was well understood that Roosevelt Would recommend It in his next message. The
opportunity, now affords itself for the
Republican delegates to the next convention to secure again the adoption
of the 1900 statehood plank as a part
of the. platform of 1808. and in order
for them to do strong and effective
......1.A along .V.I..
uc
tin. nor-- , 4Un nucuiii l.rt
sent to the convention free and inde- pendent, with their hand untied, and
unbranded with the coat of arms of
any particular political aspirant.
Arizona delegates democratic and
Republican need no Instruc tion. They
can be depended upon to do the best
thing for Arizona under nil circumstances and to send them as a labeled
package of any political aspirant, for
his seif glorification, would be a mistake which would weaken the clalnis
of Arizona for a declaration in favor
of the early admission of Arizona as
a separate state.
Roth political parties In Arizona
would do Arizona a grave injustice
by taking up the fight of any particular presidential aspirant. No one can
tell In advance what may happen in
a national political convention. When
Ihe roll call of states and territories
Is reached Arizona may find herself
in the pleasant position of naming tha
succepsful candidate. An unlnstt uct-e- d
delegation from Arizona will be
Bought niter. Such a delegation would
be an Important factor In the convendelegatlot
unlnstructed
An
tion.
from Arizona will be stronger than
un Instructed delegation.
Let both parties in Arizona send the
very best representatives,
but Bend
them not bound with chilns of any
partlcuar aspirant, but free and Indo,
pendent to work for Arizona and its
best Interests.
UOOSEVELT COI NTV EDITOR
MAKES COURAGEOUS DECLAItATI
(Portales, N. M., Herald.)
The editor of the Herald Is new
to this country, but he has got th"
there I
fever of progress and believ.-n great future
before New Mexico,
i.he Pecos valley, Roosevelt county arid
He intends to
especially Portales.
stay here, to work for the good of
the country and for himself. We ar"
for the town first, last and all the
lime, are for Incorporation, but if we
have not the requisite number of Inhabitants and the majority do not
favor Incorporation, then let us clean
up, build up, patch up and. make tho
town look like the first class city she
Is at heart.
Let us outwardly show
the goodness which is In our hearts
and minds that new comers may recognize our gmdness at first glanc
and not have to live among u for a
time to find it out. We have the opportunity here to build a city that Is
not possessed by Texlco, Farwell or
Clovls. Texlco has no chance to become larger for the reason of defective title and competition on both
sides. We have no competition. Far-wehns only a small chance for the
reason that Texas to the east Is composed of large ranches which are not
open to the small farmer and cultivation, while Clovls cuts her off t
the west. Portales hns a good farm-Incountry for many miles on all
sides, dotted wllh farm houses, m
town within eighteen miles, therefore
it Is Portales which is destined to
the city of tho Pecos valley, and
Roswell will soon havevto look to her
laurels for we are coming. Therefore
let us think twice before building unsightly sidewalks or letting the ones
we already possess fall awoy and become eyesores. Cultlvute cleanliness,
neatness and public spirit that we may
become great as nature Intended without struggle and strife among ourselves to the detriment of the town.
s

,
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CLUB
HOUSE
FLOUR

THE

id. I Spring
:'

Order it the next time you
need flour.

BELLEv

'

SPRINGS
BUTTER

.

aiways good.
Chase & Sanborn Teas
and. Coffees, known
everywhere as the very
best.

"A SURE THING"
That Loose Leaf Devices, special made
,

We can make them any style or shape to suit your needs

B.H.Briggs&Co
I'roprletora of Alvnrudo Pharmacy, Oold
Avenue and Unit Street.
Highland Pharmacy, Corner of Eaat Central and Broadway.

Rookblnder arid Itubber stamp maker. Phone 024. Journal Building.

See E.

OCR NKW TELEPHONE NUMBER IS
FORTY-MI- X
THKKK IH
(461. KKMK.MBKK
AI.WAVtt A COI KI KOI S CI.KRK KKAOV
TO TAKE YOLK ORDKK, NO MATTER
HOW 8MAIX. F. O. PRATT at CO.
MOBNINO JOIRNAL WANT
DRJNU RESULTS

acquire

"Some are born rich, other

ADS

than Albuquerque

and vicinity.

price.

ale at reasonable
dividing.

rlche'

by Judiciously

Suitable, for

City.

sub-

the foresight to snap It up.

W '

8:18.

wartand's
Hats

j

Fall Opening
TUESDAY,
S

t

í

SEPTEMBER

to 0 P. M. and

7

17,

to 0 V. Al.

,

7
-

v-r-

ft-

-?r

Our
all

ROSWKI.L

styles are distinctive from
western styles as we

pur-

chase exclusively in the eastern market.
MEXICO AND GUATEMALA
are having Utile scrap from time to time.
We ar pleased to know that difficulties do
not beset us when It come to retaining Ih
good will and continued patronage of pet pie
who entrust as with their plumbing contract. The reason for thl will easily manl-feItself once you huve become acquainted
with the class of work we do. A we employ only experienced plumbers and use the
beat material you can depend on getting '
high class wmk at all times.
Eatlmetee
cheerfully furnished.

122

W.

S'tt)

,

Hell Co.
J.TheL."Promttf
flumbt

aulTM-A-

Mar-garit- o

Inside

SEE E. O. PRICE. 212 S. Second St.
TELEPHONE

1907.
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In

are offering some good ranch property, alao a few furnished house.'

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at
Santa Fe, New Mexico, Auguat 1. 1907.
Notice I hereby given that Eplfanlo Ou- rule, of Albuquerque, N. M., haa filed notice
proof
nt hi Intention to make final five-yeIn aupport of hla claim, viz: Homestead entry No. 11.4U0, made May 16. 1907, for the
NWVi Section 12, Townahlf) 10 N., Range 2
W., and that aald proof will be made before
11. W. 8. Otero, United
Statea Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M., on October

1905, for the SEVi Section 26, Townahlp 10
N. Range I E. and that aald proof will be
Tared Hay Fever and Hummer Told.
before H. W. 8. Otero. United State
made
A. J. Nuehaum. llatcavllle. Indiana, wrltea:
a
l
f.tr thrfia months with Court Commlasloner at Albuquerque, N. M.,
"t
a aummpr old au dlatraaalhR that It Inter- on October S, 1907.
He name the following wltneaaea to prove
fered wllh my builnaaa. I had many of theumt.tn,, if hiv fAvpr. and a doctor'e Dre- hi contlnuou residence upon, and cultivaacrlption did not reach my caae, and I took tion of, the land, vil.: Allan H. Bone,
Aldorete, Edward F. Otero, Manuel-ti- g
eovaral medicine wnicn aeaniea io oniy
Swope, all of Albuquerque.,
Fortunately I Inelated
my
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
nnn kavUiar VnWv'm llonev and Tar In the
Raglater.
yellow package, and It quickly cured me.

tract

money maker for the one who ha

A sure

6, 19U7.

He name the following wltneaaea to prove
hla continuous residence upon, and cultiva
tion of, the land, viz: Cipriano Sanchez, of
Pajarito, N. M ; Felipe Herrera, of Atrlaco,
N. M ; Ellaa Chavez, of Albuquerque, N. M. ;
Gabriel Chavez, of Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTE HO,
Register.

Investing their saving

and unimproved property for

We have both Improved

We have one acreage

He name the following wltneaaea to prove
hla contlnu'iua residence upon, and culti
vation of, the land, viz: Feliciano Chavez,
preablto Chavez, Salvador Baca, Magdaleno
Haca, all of Old Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
RegHter.

t,

Price

O.

And there la no better place to Invest In real estate west of the Mlulsslppl

real estate.

(Not Coal Land.)
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M.. Auguat 1, 1007.
hereby given that Ambroclo
Notice I
N. M., ha
Sanchez, of Old Albuquerque,
Intention to make final
Hied notice of hi
five-yea- r
proof In aupport of hla claim, vis:
Homeatead Entry No. 7,10, made July 2,
1903, for the SRhi Heotlon 34. Towmhlp SN,
proof will be
Kange 12W, and that aald
made before H. W. 8. Otero, United Mute.
Court Commlasloner at Albuquorque, N, M.,

'n October

S. LITHGOW,

H.

DRUGGISTS.

.
mat me luoies present advance.
trura lau'vlvrv to Ihe value of nt least
$100,0110.
This statement Is In rather BF.HT CALIFORNIA KOLLF.O WHITE
NKW CROP. E. W. FEE, u'.',
funny contrast with the v.i -- üions di BARLEY.
lewelry in I'.ernallllo county relumed 601 M. FIRHT, PHONE 16.
1908
this
purposes.
In
for taxable
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
amounted to $7,470. while in 1H07 I Department
of
Interior, Land Office at
has dwindled to $2,045. It may be the Hinta Fe. Newthe Mexico, August 1, 1907.
women of the Duke City are selling
Notice la hereby given that Virgil Spark.
off their Jewelry and Investing in nt Albuquerque. N. M. la filed notice ct
stock of the American Lumber com- hla Intention to make" final commutation
pany or the electric light and gas proof In aupport of hi claim, viz: Homestead Entry No. 1,706, made December If,
companies of their town.

roieye nony

books,

blank

rubber stamps and special ruled blanks are, time savers.

AO:

mm

J. H. O'RIelly

Co.

PIECE OF Ol'H KANSAS
HORSE'S
IN YOUK
MAMiElt. A 25c PIECE WILD DASl
4
E. W. FKK,
KOJl MONTHS.
8. FIRST ST. PHONE 10.
KEKI

KOCK

A

SAII'

02-00-

The woman who raaos in adt etltaemente
hope Intelligently, laa't It wurtb while to
do thatr Try one In tha Morning Journal.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of tha Interior, Land Office at
Santa Ke. New Mexico. Aucust It. 1907.
Notice la herehy given that Juan Antonio (lurule, of old Albuquerque, N. '.. haa
hied notice of hla Intention to make Anal
five-yeproof In aupport of bla claim, vis.:
Homeatead Knlry No. 11.4S1, made May II.
ttm f,. ih. NU. HWU. HKU HWU MWU.
HKiiSec. 13, Townahlp 10 N, Kanae i W, and
that aald proof will 6e maue oeiore n. nr. m.
Otero, United States Court Commlailoner al
. 1007.
Albuquerque, N. M , on October
He namei the following wltneaaea to prove
hie contlnuoua realdenca upon, and cultivation of, the land, vis: Cipriano Sanchas, of
Pajarito, N. M ; Felipe Herrera, of Atrlaco,
N. M.
N. M : Kllas Chaves, of Albuquerque,
N. M.
Gabriel Chaves, of Albuquerque.
MANUKL K. OTKHO,

Reflate.

ral-rtn- t)
Mineral Water eores and prevenía Blllioneneaa.
Ask year trocar lor U.

FIT and WEAR

STYLE,

LIGHTNING HAY PRESSE S, J. Korber & Co., N.

Combined in the highest

degree is what you get

in

;

our new lines of Fall and

i

Winter Shoes.

IF YOU'RE IN THE DARK

i
j

!

As to our

prices we

are

Sugarjreo!
Sugar free

al

th

Caah

Buyer'

Union.

can alwaya aave money on clothing for
men and boy,
shoee for everybody.
Hala for little and big.
Underwear, wool and fleeead, all altea.
Dry gooda, granite and tinware, and Ih big
geat bargalna In grocerle In the city.
Wllh each grocery order amounting le Five
Dollar.
FOlal I'D I MIS OF Hl'UAK
You

,

positive that you will be
more than pleased.

Itl

NORTH IKIOND

U!II0!!;
aTRtsT.

eur

Ají
'

VV

;:"-3sX

-

.1

THE SQUARE END OF IT
your nd of It when you deal with ua In
lumber, whether you want beam surfaced
one side or four; board plain or board
planed, tongued and grooved; lath, shingles,
or what not without knota or other detecta.
If a atlck of wood In thl yard Isn't first
you only
, and charg
class w tell you
"aeconda" price If you want It at all.
Tour for a aquar deal.

Í4.00.

Is

Men's VIH Kid Shoes, $2.Rp to
Men' Calf

nIum-m- ,

to

2.2.

Women's Patent Kid
to $3.00.
VI.

I

kid

Women's lKii((ola

f t.

KIkx'H,

to

f.1.

$.1.00

Khocs, $2 to $5,
NIhk-h-

,

si

$3.(10.

Men s Colt SUIn SIkX's, $1.83

$1.50 to

for I toy ami Girls, $1.00 to

$2.50.

j

prloaev.

Mens I'litent Oilt Shoes, f3.R0 to

SI loe

j

STANDARD

FRF.E.

GASH BUYERS'

M to where to go for your plumbing,
let us enlighten you. If you want
broken water or steam pipe fixed, new
gaa fixture, .ft bathroom put In, or
furnace repaired, come to us. we do
new work oom siete er aag kind of
repairs. Oar work le right and so are

PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.

Women's

Second

Kammmmmmmmmmmummm

5,

g

West End of the Viaduct

CO.,

FURNITURE

FUTRELLE

lie estimated

ire haa alnce uaeu

S

made from
spring
The No. 1 single cone, patented
No. 9t steel spring wire, drawn expressly for the purpose. It Is also
attached to our patent heavy cross wire foundation, between, fin-at
well as on the slat, and making it perfectly noiseless. It Is also
ished and enamel baked in ovens which are excelled by none. While
It is specially intended for heavy weights it Is equally good for medium weights. We have been selling these springs for about ten
years and have pever seen or heard of one sagging. We and' the
la
makers themselves guarantee this spring for ten years and the price
" .
only 15.00. Fur sale only by the
la

all-ste- el

AUTOMOBILE C4.
Mall and passenger line between Roswell
N. M., dally. 8unday
N. M., and Torrance,
Included, ronectlng with all traína on the
took lslund and Santa Fe Central Rallrtad.
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m. Leave Torrance
(From "the Almanac.)
of Rock Island train due al 2 a.
on
An Albuquerque correspondent of m. arrival
between the two point S
Running
tha Vmv Mpvli'im In answer to an In hour. Meal time
furnished at Camp Needmore
quiry, states thnt at one of the social free of charge. Excursion parties accommogatherings In the uuKe city receuu dated by notifying the company two day In

My

ATT

1

THE BREAD BAKER.

Albuqueraque Ladies Should
Lock up their Jewels.

Tar with the aame auoceae."

LEGGETT-P-

ii r

'
.

ffis HI0 GflANDE

,

LVMBEH COMPANY
Third and Marquette.

Phone 8

a
il
4ÍÍDIII

ra

'TH't 'AL'BUOUERQÜE

PRIEST

0

110 CB
'

SPEED1NQCAR HITS
".TELEPHONE

01 Li

jUlpbuquerq ue Monday
ONE DAY

OF

i

Sept. 231

TTS

pace

This

ONL-- Y

iiiiiVJ"

i

"

IN

PITTSBURG

HOTEL.

4,

--

Pittsburg, Sept. 17. Ludwig Szczy-gle- l,
Colorado Springs, Sept. 17. Eight
the Roman Catholis priest from
men crnwrllnff Into a powerful r.irliig
who has been on trial for
ear built to hold but three ptissongor. Chicago
tho murder of Andrew and Stephen
In
a
íarcfl death
wild b'.il't of speed Sturaynskl, brothers, was convicted of
down tfw west Huerfano street
hill murder in the second desrice, by a jury
this inornlnjr and the most frightful which returned Its verdict tonighA
aecldetit In the history of automobll-Ih- k The fate of the priest was given to
In the Kprlnns resulted.
the jury late thlj afternoon, following
Threfc men were Instantly killed, be- a bitter arraignment by counsel for
ing mangled hoyond recognition. A tho prosecution. To protect himself
fourth 'victim expired within a few from the extreme penalty of tho law,
minutes after bi'lPR taken to the hos- the priest unburdened his past life,
'

,

31 tH&JgtS'Btiffi

Hals Been Taken By

Victims Colorado Springs Elks Faithless Clergyman Reveals
Returning From Social SesShameful Past in Order to
sion of Lodge in', arly
Save His Neck From HangHours of Morning,
man's Noose,

pital.

'i

1907.

SLEW TWO BROTHERS

POLE

.

F

JOURWÁU WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18,

ORWlMG

TJlP PCH1.
W. H. R ALSTON, denier In auto-

'
,
mobile puppllts.
JOHN S." OKAY, formerly of New
Tork.
II. WINN AL, ehatiffeur.
MUTTON L. GKAVES, a drug
clerk. '
Tlie Injured.
James English.
Oeorge Brlekley. ':
F. H. Ward.
A. W. Marsheffel.
The machine was a forty-hors- e
power,
Ford, and Is the
same machine which ran over and
killed C. V. Dasey, In the recent double tragedy at the races In Overland,
park, Denver.
At the time of the accident
was driving and lost control
of the machine whl'e coming down
the hill at a terrific speed. The car
ran into the gutter where it slewed
around, and was thrown about forty-fiv- e
feet, striking a telephone pole.
Halston was a member of the Central Electrical company, while (iray
and Wlnnall were professional chauffeurs. Ralston. Oraves and all the Injured were Elks and attended the social session held by the lodge last
night. At the" close of the festivities
some one uuggested an automobile
ride, and the fun seeking crowd clambered aboard the huge racing machine, clinging to the guards, hood
and sent, and dro- - e
Minltou, eight
miles distant. It was on th return
trli) when the accident occurred, and
It Is said that the car was speeding at
the rate of sixty miles an hour at
.
,
the time.
-

.........

er

Mar-nheff-

OWrffRGi!

frankly confessing many short comings, especially his drunkenness. During his testimony he admitted
that
Franz Sprow, his housekeeper,
who
was In the house when the doublo
murder was committed, had accompanied him to this city from Chicago.
It developed that the housekeeper oc
cupied the same room with the Star- zynskl brothers. Following which admission District Attorney (Jochrlng remarked:
"There you have the motive." The priest said he supposed
this was correct. Ho had killed the
brothers, ho said, but claimed that it
was done In self defense. He said that
he was drunk at tho time.

"THE

ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIR-

-

SHOW"

ITS LIKE NOT KNOWN.
many
Minneapolis Trlbuner-"S- o
strong features It Is hard to singlo
out the most meritorious."
Minneapolis Journal "The show la
the real article.. The Great Train Robbery caused the audience to hold their
breath and gasp."
Minneapolis News "Grént crowds
delighted. An Immense show."
St. Louis World "Best of its kind
ever given In St. Louis."
St. Louis
"Pawnee
Bill has a great show."
St. Louis Mirror "Never anything
to equal It."
St. Louis Republic "Young and old
delighted."

ZSSSSSSiy

v.

What the Morning Journal Does for Advertisers
and How It Does It.

PI M W'i
vi
1 it rtf

Aft

Hold-u- p

a,

The Square Music Dealers

,

in

.tT'i t

JT

four-

wmr

IE

ITS EQUAL NOWHERE.
N. Y. Tribune
"Sensation of the
cason."
N. Y. Sun "A thriller from start to
finish."
N. Y, Globe "Eclipses anything ever
seen."
N. Y, Times "Biggest
of new
hows."
N. Y, American
"Most vivid spectacle outside of fiction."
Chicago American "Best Wild West
how In all the world."
Chicago
Ocean "Received
Inter
with loud acclaim."
Chicago Examiner "A great popular success."

"'Av,:.:-

Young liinl latally Hull.
Edgar F. Harral. Jr., a lad of

2J,

R

AT FAR

JAPANESE SEAMEN
KILLED IN EXPLOSION
Tokio, Japan, Kept. 17. Forty of
the crew were killed and Injured on
board the Japanese battleship Kash-imby the explosion of a twelve-Inc- h
shell within a shield after target practice near Kersf on September
3th.
The fatalities Included one lieutenant,
two cadets and a staff officer. The
explosion was terrific and the ship
was badly damaged. The explosion
followed an attempt to remove the
unexploded shell from the gun. The
majority of the bystanders were fearfully mutilated.

,--

Advertising in the Morning Journal has a far broader, deeper,
more satisfactory meaning than in any other New Mexico

If

of the

newspaper.

Express

Rocky-Mounta- in

from 747 Performances In New York City. Employing
Great Tram n Direct
Engine and a Train of Cars and In Two Scenes Reproducing
of Early Days. A Malnlng Camp,
the most Famous Hold-u- p
with Street, Hotels and Dance Halls. Passengers and Treasure-Lade- n
Robbery
Express Cars Plundered by Desperadoes. Chase by Sheriff and Posse. Deadly Running Combat.
Cowboys and cowgirls reproducing the pastimes, hardships,
chivalries and equestrian feats of the ranch. Indians exhibiting
their war dances, combats, savageries, sports, encampments,
nuraemansnip, ana memcas OI nuniing ana trapping. Surpass-OpiT''n- 8
artillery and cavalry tournaments by detachments from tho
M armies of the world. .Lassoing by champions. South American
m--i
Gauchos and Australian boomerang throwers.
Hindoo Jugglers and
enchanting Nautch
dancing girls, venerable high priests, wandering tribes of
Bedouins, skilled warriors, daring Sheiks, fearless horsemen,
witch doctors, howling and dancing dervlshlres,
cannibals, Arabs, Moors, Persians, Dahomians, Abysslnians, Zulus, Hottentots, Boers, Kaffirs, South Sea Islanders, Singhalese,
Chinese, Japanese, Filipinos, Austrian Bushmen, Esquimaux,

It is synonymous

with conscientious, painstaking,
Service mark you for when a Morning Journal solicitor is sent for lie represents an organization
that will help you plan a campaign, write, illustrate, and set all
advertisements an organization that will sec that your advertisements are placed in suitable positionsthat, in
short, will help you in every way to make your advertising a
'
mighty factor in making money for you.

WILD

J
FAR
EAST
If

Snake-charmer-

fold years, who had gone from his
home in Kenna on account of a short-ag- o
of men to assist at the L. F. D.
round-u- p
at Four Lakes, was terrildy
Injured in an Occident yesterday, says
the Roswell Recorrí. It Is believed
that his injuries are fatal. '
The boy's horse fell on him in such
Grand Spectacular STREET PARADE in
Morning
a manner as to crush the lad's hi ad
and paralyze him on"ono side." He
TW0 DAILY PERFORMANCES
JV3.
was taken to his home in Kenna and
word sent to his father, who was in
Roswell on business. Mr. Harral went
to Kenna this morning, taking
with
Reserved Seats on Sale at Matson's Book Store, Central
,
him a surgeon to render any service
that possibly might be given to save
the boy's life or reduce his suffering. Avenue, on Day of Exhibition, at Regular Prices.
The boy's father has cattle at Kenna
and Is well known umong the cowmen of this section.
may le
flcial standing of the chilis
GRAND CENTRAL HOTEL,
changed somewhat by the revised figOF 1NTKRKNT TO MANY.
ures, it is conceded Hint Omaha wins
Foley's Kidney C'uib will cum nny rano' of
the pennant by n small m;ireln over
kldnpy or bl iddnr trouhln that is nut
lust year's
Des Moines,
the r'at.h of mndli'lne. No medicine Lincoln.
champions, finished In third place.
can do more. J. II. O'ltlelly Co.
Pueblo, which trailed along in last
place for the first half of tne season,
YESTERDAY'S MAJOR-LEAGUtook a spurt tonnrd the close, ending
In
fourth place, one notch above DenRSEULTS
ver.' Sioux City finished at the tall
end of the procession. The standing
of the clu's:
. merlon a
iie.
Won. Lost. P.C.
.
, .
At Washington:
Washington, 9;
'
r .v.
t I
S2
Omaha . . .
Huston, 1.
7!
. . .
62
.fililí
Lincoln
'leve-la
f
game,
At Cleveland: First
(ill
7 5
.W
nd, 0; St. Louis. 2. .Second game, Des Moines
67
73
.470
Pueblo . . .
Cleveland, 5: St. Louis. 6.
ii
7
.
.
.
6S
.47:
Central Ave., and Second St.
Philadelphia. , 3; Denver
At I'hlladelphla:

2 P.

sootli-sayer-

tó

'

8 P.

M.'

Amendment in Litigation the
Outgrowth of Railway Rate
Regulation,
Atlanta, Oa., Sept. 17. The state of
Georgia will attack the validity of the
fourteenth amendment to t h- constitution ot the Knltcd States in the
pending railroad rate litigation that
has been Instituted In both the state
and federal courts. The state will
also make the point that the defendants in the suits have nothing to do
with the enforcement of the reduced
passenger rates. The two Issues will
be raised through demurrers now being prepared.
The Central of Georgia railroad suit
to prevent the enfonement
of the
rates Is set for hearing September lfi
before Judge Newman or some other
United States Judge, and that of the
Atlanta and West Point has been set
for the samp date In the Fulton county superior court.
Although questioned bv many, the
validity of the fourteenth amendment
has ne- - er been attacked In court, In
the pending rate litigation the railroads seek protection of the federal
government tinder
the fourteenth
amendment, alleging that the order
of the Georgia railroad commission Is
confiscatory because it denies them
equal right under the law.
-

'

When your advertisement is inserted in the Morning Journal
half of the work is done. The seed of success is sown. And
it goes into a fertile field the most representative homes of
Albuquerque' and vicinity homes where the Morning Journal is so popular that it has a circulation in excess of the
combined dailies of New Mexico.
If you are not
LOSING not

;

Attacks. Validity of Fourteenth

result-producin- g

service.

advertising in the Morning Journal, you are
saving money.

Morning Journal advertising is good for your competitors,
and it would be good for you.
Don't argue!

'I.

Don't infer!
Try it!

.
.

CbeJJlbuqiKraiK

.
.

New York. 11.
At Detroit: Detroit. 9; Chicago, 1.
National Ijcngii)'.
At St. Louis:
St. Louis, 0; Pitts-

burg,

Siloux City

61

l
FRENCH FEMALE

1.

At Hrooklyn: Brooklyn, 6; Philadelphia, 1.
At Poston: Roston, 6; New York, 3.
OMAHA

WINS W KNTKHX

Maori': CHAMPIONSHIP
Denver, Sept. 17. The disastrous
double defeat of the Denver team by
Lincoln yesterday closed the Western
league pennant battle. While the of- -

.4117

Ml

pills:

Rin, CurráiM RsMitr for Himwn MimmwáTio.
PWII IN0WN TO orf AIL. Htfci
iiir
ffc llon (rutrftnuyxt
MnV Kfliildcnl. Hrnt fwpunl
fhr 11.00 nnr hoi. Will artnl thftn on lril,ln h itni Ar
A

bftvt thf ib lend four orilvri to iim
UNITED MEDICAL CO., mom 74, . A ft

Sold In Albuquerque
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Till'! MOST

Till!
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CITY.

VIAS.

A.1

lloritiHalotirtial

O.N

ITTtO-PKA-

X

S. BARRETT, Prop.

Turn tn lha rlnMlflad
Want Mimrlhlna?
rnlitmn of tlio Morning Jinirnnl ;iu may
llnd It iff two rolnule.

at
pm

. H. 0'Reilln Co.

Kvrry ropy of evrrjr Imuí of th Mornlag
milnunsn for yon.
Juuriiul shuulil hi
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MURDER DONE NEAR
;'
EL PASO SMELTER
.trriwH I Ine in
Yoiniit Juioiirnn
New Mexico Willi lliillcl Through

Ills Bod'.

,

Yesterday morning at daylight th
body of Juan Jlmlne. a youm
(iboul
twentv years old. was
found In the, Mexican settlement Just
F.l
below the
I'aso hrlck works and a
few feet mcioSh the 'Xo' Mexican line,
savs the F.l Faso Timen. An examination of the corpse disclosed a bullrf
through the bodv and n revolver on
the ground mar by.
It is not known whether .limine
committed nulcldo or whether he w!s
killed by nn fnemy.-- It Is ssld that
he was In nttetidnnce at a dance In
the little Mexican settlement ncxr the
'

brick works sal urda night end thst
he had quiií rcleil with feveral
men
who h'ld been
rent.
At the 'hospital of the smelter II
was stHteif last nlht that fhn man
hnrt conimltted toilclde.
A call was tclcplioned Into the Kl
Paso police station a few minuten before fi o'clock yeslerdny morning for
officers, but as the body had been
found nerón the line, and In New
Mexico, local nuthorltles had no Jurisdiction, and no coroner wan sent from
day Sheriff
the city. Iater In th
John Rodgers, of Luna county. New
Mexico, was sent for. and a deputy
sheriff made an examination of the
body, and circumstance
surrounding
the death.
brought
corpse
was
across from
The
New Mexico to the man's former residence near tho Kl I'aso iwielter yesterday afternoon.
It was reported that the revolver
found near Jlhiinea .body hail nht
been fired and that it rha inbein were
filled with frefh rjrliiilgea.
Tho bullet which killed Jlmlner H
Mid to Iíüví. lioer) of a larrcr rallUec
than those in the pistol found by his
body.
y

,

i

X3hc

Future Kattróád Center of

JVebt

Mexico

OF THE ATCHISON, T0PEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQULRQUE. N. M.( IS AT
LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
MAIN
LINES OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
THE JUNCTION OF THE
LEADING EAST ANO WEST FROM GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES,
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO, TEXAS, AND THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.

.....

(,

The Helen

...

Improvement Company
Uobun and
cracsxrokATxoj

ot
streets and avenues, fight in tho business'
Are the owners of the tfclen Townsite, consisting of 1000 Business and Residence Lots, si28 25x142 feet, fronting upon 80 and
center ot the new city and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Grounds,- The Atchison- - Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company is now grading its extensive depot grounds
yard limits 800 feet wide and a milo long (capacity of 70 miles of side track) to accommodate its immense passenger and freight traffic; Harvey eating House, round house, coal
v
.
chutos, water tanks, machine shops, etc,
THE CITY OF BELEN has i population of 1500, and several large Mercantile Houses, the Belcn Patent Roller Mills with Its 150 Barrels a day capacity, winery, etc. It Is tht
largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, whe, beans, hay and fruit in New Mexico. Ffom its location upon the great trunk line leading north, south, east and west, to all
points in the United States and Mexico its futuie growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated, All fast limited, mail, express and freight trains will pass through Belcn to
Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast. The water is good and climate unsurpassed. Belen has a $16,000 public school house, two churches, a commercial
newspaper and a good hotel. The lots offered are low in prices and terms easy. Oni third of pur- cfub, three hotels, restaurants, etc, It needs right now a good
may remain on note and mortgage for one year with interest at 8 per cent per annum. TitJe perfect and warranty deeds given.
chase money cash;
Come early if you wish to secure the choice lots. For further paiculars and prices of lots call in person or wlte to
70-fo-

,

up-toda-

te

two-thir- ds

T be Belen Town and Improvement (Company
JOHN VECK.EH.
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ADVANCED STYLES

JUST IN

IN FALL FOOTWEAR
We are

te

takers

THE IDEAL SHOE STORE

in

LEON llEKTZOG. Mgr.

.

JOURNAL,

po

rami pride

GROCERY,

DISPLAY

f

-

219 West Central Avenue.
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TO OUR FIRST

Packages, at the

and Clothe the Feet. RICHELIEU

We Shoe

it

The finest asortmcnt of

howlng the most
line of footwear ever nhown In the
city, at popular prices. Values In every
pair. Children's school shoes a specialty. Fit and wear guaranteed.

Ú ÓRWlWtS

118 W. Gold. Phone 235

.

In
1

'

lop

Stock in the Southuos
Modern Furnishings-

miio

fa

'Goats

In aleeplng

ITEMS

LOCAL

Xewell,

elaborata and handsome braaa beda that ara
,

now being manufactured,'
.

formerly of the United

The Knights of Columbus will hold
an Important meeting at 8 o'clock this
evening In Hedmen's Hall. Matters of
Importance will be brought before the

In the event that jrou ehiuld not re- celve your morning- paper telephone
Tetrfraph Compear, giving
the
name and addresa and the papar will
ee delivered by a epeclal maaaangar.
Telephone 30.

at

Now on exhibition

OF INTEREST States treasury department, and a veteran newspaper man, arrived In Albuquerque yesterday for an indefinite
stay.

ELABORATE

rooms can ahow no higher con-

of hygienic perfection than In tha

ception

FRANK TROTTER, Mgr.
V.

PLANS

show windows.

our store and reflected in our big

in

V
,

'"

ti

at the same time
.

this city and cordially invite

when

,

..

Fresh air, comfort and cleanliness

We can prove to you that better clothes'

have never been shown

Oup

The Largest number of

OF

o

Fall Suits and

;

are

you choose

your brasa enameled bed from tha many

and sizes either single, double or twin
beds, from our magnificent stock of bedroom

you to examine them whether you want to purchase or
council and a full attendance Is refurniture.
quested.
FOR COLUMBIA II
not.
The Gerónimo club gave another
one of Its excellent benefit dances at
Colombo hall, for the benefit of the
club. A large number of young peoon china finds full exemplification In the
ple attended and the music furnished
Make up your mind that you want to pay a little more for'
many ornate designa it's our prlda to exEd Otero, of Magdalena, Is In town by
Ellis'
was
splendid.
orchestra
for a few days.
hibit.
One of the
of the entertainMr. and Mrs. L. F. Coe, of CurthnRe, ment at the features
Cesta you nothing to aee this artistic disclothes this fall; and that you must have Hart Schaff- Presbyterian experience
N. M., were Albuquerque visitors yes- social on next Thursday night In the
play; but we aay frankly that looking genterday.
church parlors will be a Japanese Knights and I heir Ladies to be
erally ends In buying. Real chtna beauties
.ner & Marx make. Then come to us.
C. T. Brown, of Soiorro, wan In the drill by six young ladles: Helen Ward,
are our dinner sets of 100 pieces. The price
elty yesterday for the day, leaving for Beva Starr, Helen Hope, Florence
will amase you when you aee a fine AusEntertained at Stunning Banhis home luat night.
Gustafson, Flossie Emopy and Martrian pattern for
gery
Anson.
E. Z. ItoK.s, of the Muewater DevelII show you tiow the all wool quality of
garthese
We'
In
OctoHotel
quet
.Alvarado
A
safight
at
occurred
the
Chavez
opment company, was In liluewutcr
loon in Párelas yesterday afternoon In
yesterday on businen.
ber 7,
them
ments, the fine tailoring, the fit and style,-makA.
of Cuba. N. M.. hii.O which Charlie Phillips, an Indian, rereturned home after a visit of several ceived a painful cut above the left eye.
Sheriff Perfecto Armejo and Officers
days In Albuquerque.
the cheapest clothes for you to buy. The more you pay.
The local council of the Knights of
V. It. OregK. of Macdalena, X. M.. Kennedy and Hlghbargrn Investigated
no arrests have been Columbus Is making elaborate prepaffair,
the
but
In
arrived
Albuquerque, yesterday made.
arations for the exemplilicaiion of the
STKONfl BLOCK.
for Hart Schaffner & Marx clothes the more you get.
mornin g.
three degrees on October 6. Between
to
Italph
AlbuquerHunt
returned
Mrs. Ingraham. of 210 Xorth Wnlter que
will be Initiyesterday from Arizona, where he, forty andA fifty candidates
Ktreet. has goiio to Estáñela to visit
number of candidates will
Is ated.
buying
sheep.
Mr.
has
been
Hunt
frienN.
WHO DOES YOUR ELECTRICAL WORK?
associated with his father, Colonel com j from out of town to take the
AlhuiierqtiP friends will learn with Charles F. Hunt, of El Paso, In the work, Santa Fe, Las Vegas, Raton,
Doming,
City,
Gallup
Belen,
and
Silver
rpgret of the deuth In Trinidad, Colo., live stock commission business. Coloof Mr. Phil Prager, for some years a nel Hunt is now engaged in bringing Winslow each contributing some memwill be put on
resident of this city.
to the United States through Juarez bers. The degree work
under the direction of Territorial Depof live uty
the largest single shipment
D. A. Bittnor, of the Hlttner-StatnO. X. Marrón, assisted by a de
Fruit company, has returned from a stork ever brought through that port. gree team from Chicago.
A. M. Dettlebacb, secretary
of the
visit on the Puelfic coast and to
A large number of knights from all
Hawaii.
Xew Mexico Volunteer Firemen's as- parts of the southwest arc expected
Mr. and Mrs. P. P. Hanson left last sociation, was In the city yesterday to be present, owing to the low railnight for a two weeks' visit in (,'allfor-nl:- i. looking after the business of his or- road rates, which will be In effect on
502 W. CENTRAL AVENUE
ganisation and making arrangements account of the Territorial fair. On
h'ervlce for the Day of Atonement fur the firemen's tournament
during Monday evening, October 7, a banquet
began In Temple Albert last night at 8 the territorial fair. Mr.
Dcttlebach will be held at the Alvarado hotel,
BECAUSE THEY DO THE RIGHT KIND OF WORK
FOR
o'clock, and will be resumed this says the attendance at tne tourna which will pass all previous efforts of
morning v. 10.
ment will be large and that It will the knights. This banquet will be atFOUKD 8AI.K.
,
THE RIGHT PRICES. :,
. ...,n
J. D. Carpenter, superintendent of prove one of the most Interesting fea- tended by the sir knights and their
u. nui.li niicltlnn at Dollce
the American Lumber company plant tures of the week.
ladies.
Prominent after dinner sneak court
precinct... 12, on Saturday. September
.,,
years
.
old,
.
..
..no huv horse.
in
at Tboreau, X. M.. transacted business
Manuel Vigil, of Trinidad, a prac- ers from the two territories win ue
In Albuquerque yesterday.
black, legs, brand HX on left thigh; also one
ticing attorney of Colorado, and the present.
years oia pani, no ''""
2
horse
W. It. I.von, cashier at the general son of
The Alvarado dining room win ne buckskin
J. r. Vigil, a prominent ranch
tall, black legsoffices of the American Lumber com- er of Trinidad, Colo., has arrived In '' handsomely decorated In appropriate black mano and
THOMAS M'MIL,L,IN, Marshal.
.
pany, has returned to his position
will
Albuquerque to make It his future colors, while hundreds of flowers han-qur. short vacation.
of
to
the
I
attractiveness
the
add
THE BKHT
BRAN.
Mr. Vigil and Kirego Baca, a
COLORADO KKI
A'torney II. F. Haynolds returned home.n
tables. Altogether It Is planned alim
I RK KH ON 1.0(10 POIND
yesterday
local attorney,
ul'tf'lflf.
All kinds of eoal and wood.
home yesterday afternoon on the
were In consultation ind the result of to make this occasion one of the most I.OTH OR MOHR. GET UIK rsn w
limited from a trip In the their conference, Mr. Vigil Is to enter enjoyable In the history of Columbian-Is- AM. K1NDK OF FKKI. lr,'r wi .
.
.11
fclisl I
umimmujMl.
asi
lU.r wiiwVT."
In Nrw Mexico.
FKICKH
til ARANTK.KD.eat.
AND - KKIIIT
Mr. Vigil expects
Mr. Piica'n office.
1HHUK
VOI,
.NHOIlt.ll
,.w,.vi.-(Israr (Itero, the young son of Mr. to apply for a licence to practice In
minn
BOUGHT
sitTlHI IKI WITH ANYTHINO
ánil Mrs. M. It. Otero, left yesterday New Mexico soon.
New Slock
Received
JOHN S. BEAVEN.
GOOD OLD TUNES
ir,S.
TUB iwuur
WHKTHKR
IIK.KK,
for St. I.ouK where he will attend
Longworth.
i
E. W. MSB,
Mrs.
HMAI.L.
Mr.
Nicholas
and
OR
LAKGK
college.
Christian Brothers'
Albuquerpass
through
AT THE CASINO FIRST, l'HONE 1.
PHONE 4.
.
at tbe
Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Conroy, of 521 of Ohio, will - night on
the Chicago
East Central avenue, have gone to que tomorrowexan
N'U a single case recorded of barbers' Itch
east
from
route
en
limited
Minneapolis, where they will make
my barber shift). All towels and razors
tended drip' Ho rhe .Pacific coast, Ha- Ideal Opera Company Slims Pinafore from
their home.
,kn,n.hiu, truw,ii T o. Mason. 118 N.
canyon.
Word
Grand
waii
and
the
Mrs. D. D. Coverdalo, 220 V. Cold
to mi Appreciative Audience Vau- Third street, Mlisnwle Plock.
First Streel
Ma.rquettc Avenue,
nil slrea.
ANTHRACITE
Albuqueraue.' New Mélico
ave., announces her fall and winter was received here last night that the
deville at the Crystal.
the
canat
arrived
had
Loiigwortha.
millinery opening for Friday and
AMERICAN
spent
BLOCK.
be
there.
a
aternonn and evening, Septem- yon and a day will
Madam Steward-I- M
Charles S. F. Xenl, of the Insurance
ber 20 and ?t.
MILLWOOD.
last
Casino
the
returned
of
Patrons
I'nlted States Attornev V. H. H. department of the Knights of Pythias night for a while to the good old days
STREET,
SECOND
SOUTH
Í10
KINDLING.
Llewellvn, who has been looking after. I'!?'', with offices In Chicago spent when comic onera was supposed to
his official duties In this city for a yesterday in Aiouquerque, leaving laBl have some music in It and melody In
MOUNTAIN WOOD.
Chicago.
or two, left for Santa Fe yester- night for
the music. The company sang "Pinaday.
The Decree of Honor will hold a fore,", and sang the rare old opera
MILLINERY.
C. N. Cotton and Miss Cotton, of regular meeting tonight at Odd Fcl- - j wtn' complete success, although Mr. EXCLUSIVE
promptly at A. C. Buriress. who Is cast for Sir
O.i ii p. were visitors In Albuquerque. lows' hall, commencing
W. L. TRIMBLE & COMPANH
Kdward Qtilckel, J. Korber and Her- 7:45 o'clock.
Joweph, ''as in very poor ivoice and
man Bleuher have gone to Lake City,
The
The F.agles held a very Interesting found It necessary to pass over one or A.
&
LIVERY, FEED AND LIVERY 8TABLE8
Colo., on a business trip.
business meeting and Initiation last two of his songs, and songs In which
Clam
rat
C. Livingstone, :i young boy. reportmighty
Turnouts
manages
a
I
to
at
make
usually
ho
night in lied Men's hall.
DEALERS IN
Reuaonabto Ratea.
ed to the police and county authoriHe played his part well, howG. A. Kaseman returned home last hit.
Albuaueraue's Finest
ties that his 1100 bicycle had been tended trip
ever, and the rest of the company
Telephone 3.
North Second Street
d
coast,
to
Pacific
the
listolen, while he was at the public
made up for the missing songs by bemines.
European Hotel.
ok cash only . .,.
good
Mr.
brary building Monday.
voice.
ing In unusually
W. 8. Hopewell returned, Frank Burgess, as Deadeye, was parColonel
of
.Captain Smith, of the bureau
Fine
Bocks
Angora
Registered
fisheries, fish car No. 1, leaves this last night from a trip to Santu Fe and ticularly clever, while Mr. Walters'
Silver Avenun.
american block, '
morning for El Paso to deliver a Uls Vegas.
singing was exceptionally good. Miss ERE8H AND SALTED MEATS. FINEST
O It SALF
Half Block from 8an(a Fa Depot.
.... ,',.,,t,U
.... a
large number of fish ti several AriLaura Moore has an opportunity In
lump,
ckrkilloh
high
gmd
some
anal
I
hare
rctaterad
give
(!.
A.
a
will
K.
Indies of the
GEORGE E. ELLIS. IToo.
zona parties there today.
"Pinafore" to use her voice, and she
Buck for sale, ranging la ace from eighteen
anthracite;
in I. o. O. F. hall Saturday used It last night to such excellent ef;
month to four years. Also aoroa high
John Finlay, of Scllgman. Ariz., a social
FURNACE,
and refreshments fect that the audience responded with
grado and registered does. Friera citan on
prominent sheepman of that vicinity, night. Program
791
MIXED,
Phone
Second
St.
15c.
S.
323
M.
application.
B.
Met'RAKi,
very cordial applause. Miss Crowley,
whose prize gnats won many prizes at
'
Han Mnrclnl, New Men loo. '
Nl'T.
as Huttercup. sang well, and the pre
last year's territorial fair, arrived In
CLEAN
best
by
OAS
was
"Pina
the
far
COKE.
sentation
the cltv yesterday with his son.
MONTANA PRICES
NEW CRYSTAL THEATER
fore ever had here. The opera will THE
M. W. Flournoy. o. X Marrón. W.
NMITIIINO COAL,
STRICTLY SANITARY
V. S.
D. If. POItKHOH, Manager.
ARE A LITTLE HIGH be repeated tonight, and on Thursday ;
ii Ifooevell. C. F. Wade Hnd
WOOI,
UP TO DATE BARBER SHOP,:
night "Olivette" will go on.
120 Went Gold Ave.
Htrii kler v. Ill leave this evening fur
Pure Drugs.
Cold Soda
NATIVE KINDLING.
105 North First Street.
Chicago on h business trip. The party
Vaudeville at the Crystal.
will be away fur several days.
Opening week commences Mondny
KverythlnK
I
sterilized.
Mlmqiicrqiic Man Kmniil Eggs Wort
A Full Line of Toilet Articles
Crystal theater. Albuquerque's night, September ! wlth two showi sen tne Liquid enrefully
The
Dr. It K. McHrlde. of I.as 'niccs.
Head Rent.
Hack
Ten Ccnl Each and Hurried
house,
which
vaudeville
only
first
and
class
ft,'
o'clock
w ho has been in Santa Fe on business,
SECOND AND GOLD
and 9:15
to Sunny Nrw Mexico, Where Tlicy opened Monday night, promises to be every night at
W. II, HAHIJ
CO
F. PAGEL, Proprietor.
was In the cltv yesterday fur the day.
matinee every Afternoon at 2:30, to
Only t'ol a Mckcl.
amusement
paying
best
one
the
of
includes:
bill
Mc
week's
visiting Albuquerque friends. Dr.
This
follow.
ventures In the city. Two very large 4
'
TELEI'IIONE l."
Hrlde Is president of the New Mexico
TKY
M'CTiOl l) AND MK1.VIM.K
Men Williams, special agent of the crowds attended the second night's il
Medical sshiirl.itlon.
iH-niiDancing
all
evening
and
K
last
COLLINS' HAND LAUNDRY.
Double Harp Singing and
The Old Folks' Camp Fire, which, Santa Fe railway, between l,a Junta performances
,
First CIhm Work Onaranleed.
was postponed, will he given Ht the 'and Kl Paso, has Just returned from were pleased.
Mima.
Unlforia llarnefii, Sitl(lli', Snddlery, Leather,
. .
Is
olio
Four
the
act
the
of
star
The
rrire and Jiiltk Hervioa.
Finding, minu.
residence of Mrs. A. M. Whitenmh, on a business trip to Hillings, Mont.
Franks In "A Very Mixed Cp Affair," (.
IM.I STKATI'.D SONGS."
the evening of While In Billings, Mr. Williams
Eighth and THeras.
Itefore buying rxtimlnc our giMtdl and
J.
H.
situa
Is
COLLINS,
scream
ludicrous
a
for
Proprietor.
which
2 fit h. bv the Woman's liecovered that prices on food and other
Try a Mornino Journal Want Ad
W
Irl(v ant) wive mo- - j.
Till'. FXm'R I'KANKS.
03 EAST IRON A VEN IK.
I'BONE 21.
of ll.r.. nre lour times aa tions, genuine comedy, Interesting ilia ,;
nei j sHiHe
lief corps. All are Invited.
Cumedy Quartette.
408
me
(rial.
"
"l
Famous
a
Olre
AVENUE
The
WIT
In
CENTRAL
they
In
are
being
IhlKh
as
,
Montanu
house
The new se
i,
muí
lll iUdl M l,
built f'ir William Grimmer at Elev- - querque.
"AX AWITI' SKATK,"
rendered.
Is about
"The!own seems lively," said Mr. lently
Roma
svcriie,
street
and
enth
monologlHt
well
Is
a
And Other Features.
Meadow
Harry
said Williams Inst night, "but the prices up on
Mace
completed.
Contractor
line, full of fun. Jokes and
yeiterdny that he would finish the on everything so staggered me that I puns. his
Door l)s n at 2:00 and 7:90.
completed my busInesH as rapidly an
structure this week.
dnglng.
a
do
McCloud
and
Melville
Coloto
back
Joe Dazio, a men bant of San Pe- possible .and skldooed
IiADIKH' SOl VIOMIt MATISEF.
r.ggs are 1U talking, dancing stunt that made an
New Mexico,
,ir .,..ni
.i.rrlv In the cltv. sa- cents anil
Kvery Tuesday and Friday Afternoons.
big
impression.
other
food
each,
of
and
articles
other
Successors to Albuquerque Hardware Co.
chasing supplies for his store and
Mr. Klrzner. a local whistler, ren- nnrtwa. Uüiinxa
Fourth and Central Avenue.
and 20 cents;
,
loon at the mining camp. Jle drove are priced accordingly. forty-fou- r
mi ... , . 10
winning CUli r,rii
solos,
sa- - dered two excellent
possesses
cents.
town
80
"The
on
2
and
10,
afternoon
down and left yesterday
evenings,
applause.
much
wide open on Sundays, but
the ret irn trip, wlfh his farm wagon loons, all ttnti
;
An attractive feature of the Crystal
.J
Dealers In
K"'K
""
.
full of merchandlr..
that tbero are a number of exit
thing
that Is doing much for Iswithin
A regular communication of Temp'ej One
quick reach, so In case of fire
Lodge No. , A. F. and A. M.. will be Killings Is the new government Irriga, or panic the crowds can quickly
held at the hall on Thursday evening. Hon ditch from the Yellowstone
park Into Montana.
Visiting Masons
15.
SlKHinaker and Kepalrer.
llrst-rtas- s
Hv order or vv. .v.
rtlallv Invited.
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We Carry a Full Line
Drug
I'ooH
aw.
I
New
105 MOUTH Flit ST.
Pure
The
ani
secretary.
TRAVELER
inoVT.
acting
ELDERLY
GIIKKX
Knnk II Moore,
Foley's
announce
please
tit
that
We
are
street,
High
of
W. H Worth,
North
Honey
Tar for roughs, colds and lung
LOOKD LIKE DEPEW
has gone to Chicago for a few weeks' troubles and
rr, led by the National pure
la not
GroLnitoWeLro---Crockory--.GlEi.ss- w
vacation. Mo will be accompanied Food and Drug law aa tt contains no opiates
back to this city about the middle of ltf (lIn,r n,rmfu drugs, and we recommend
lie
He
Wn
l"(l"gn"t..V
llmt
October by Mrs, Worth, who has been it aa a .fe remedy for children and adulta,
JUST IIISTALLEO
Senator I'roin X'v York, or Thai
stiendlng the summer In Canada and J. il. O lttelly Co.
ALL KINDS OF TOOLS FOR THE MECHANIC .
n
S'iiiitor
from
llccu
Had
Hi'
l"ur
Chicago.
Anywhere.
of
Mr. J. C. lialdrldge and fimlly.
TIIKItK WIM. UK SOMK ITN-XWe Have In Connection a Tinning Shop and Plumbing Shop.
J;
AlbiiiplTfiie, were advised yesterday
XKXT
I'.XI'lltlKXCK--S TOI.I
Colo.,
Mr.
of
In
Eaton,
of the death
ItsllAV XMillT AT 'rill.
Till
ALL WORK ENTRUSTED
Considerable excitement prevailed
TO US WILL RECEIVE OUR
XX CHI ItCII.
(ldrlde's brelher. 3. W. Ilaldridge,
COMK A XI
BEST. ATTENTION.
wholiad. visited In Albuiueriue for ltltl(i VOI It I'l'll NOS. OXI.V 25 around the Santa Ke depot yesterday
eleetrlc
limdutlng the time the t:allf'rnla
One of llo B'"
wveral summer, and who had many CKXTS
KXTKICTAIXMKXT
MUI
In Hie
ited was stopping here. It was all
friends- here.
AXP ItKI'ltKNHMKX'IS.
piVr wire rolHe- Improved.
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